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A suecrseful demonstration oi radio recep-
tion on a London to Brighton express was
recently given, and our cover photograph
shows the receiver being tuned in. A short
article describing this interesting experi-
ment appears in this issue.
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DUBILIER

Mansbridge Condensers
AGAIN REDUCED IN PRICE!

Nfrom November 14th, 1927,
the prices of the popular
capacities of Dubilier Mans -

bridge Condensers are reduced as
shown below.

No difference whatever has been
made in the quality of these con-
densers, the price reduction being
purely on account of the wondertul
reception which has been afforded
to the Dubilier Manshridge following
its production in the handsome bake-
lite case shown here.

At the revised prices Dubilier Mans -
bridge Condensers represent a value
that cannot be approached by any
other condenser of the " Mansbridge
type," whether British or foreign.

NOTE THESE PRICES :

0'5 mfd. reduced from

2,10 to

1.0 mfd

3 to

2,6
educed from

2,6
2'0 mfd. reduced from

4,- to 3/6

SEE YOUR DEALER
ABOUT IT TO -DAY!

i

......_. -f_. I D ....=--11-. =-1
Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (r925) Ltd., Dneon Works, N. Acton, W .3.
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MARCONIPHONE

Scientific research is the life of wireless ; nothing is final, there may
always be a splendid "something" waiting discovery. Only a wide and
highly organised association can spare the time and secure the talent for
this vital work-that's why, with the Marconi organisation behind it

YOU GET MORE FROM MARCONIPHONE

The Marconiphone Cone Speakers stand out
even among the list of triumphs achieved by
the vast Maconiphone organisation. Never
before has such vivid reproduction been com-
bined with so beautiful an appearailce. These
new Marconiphone Speakers have triumphed
over the slight inferiority of reproduction

associated with coi'e speakers, and present
sensitivity as acute ss any horn type. Then:
are two models. T he Cone Speaker Model
75, which costs 75/- and the Cabinet Cone
Model 105, with sound emission from both
sides, price to5/-. The Marconiphone Cone
Speaker folder will give you full particulam

The Marconiphone Co., Ltd. (and reduced), 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, W.

CONE SPEAKERS
46v4mtp*.
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£50 OFFER.
Ple:se forward to me booklets on the following

subjects I am an old student of your College and
am anxious for my sons to become students also. I am
ccnstantly recommending your College and am glad to
do so.-Yours faithfully, WM. JAMES.

20, Maesteg Road, Cwmfelin, Maesteg, Glam.
We have recently received the above letter,

but we are prepared to produce on demand
thousands more of its kind, or hand over to
any applicant the suns of ho in cash.

We give a written signed guarantee to evacy
student that we will give tuition until he has
passed the examination for which he enrols.
We prepare and print our own textbooks
specially for the examinations, and we give all
the necessary books Free. If a student can
get through the Examination on only a few
lessons, then all the better for the student,
and the College, but if a student is backward
more patience -and more lessons are required.
There is no limit either of time or number of
Lessons. We guarantee success.

Send for the booklet of the subject in which
446.0irr` you are interested.

F.n.s.a. most`Modetwte Charges, Pa gahre Moathly.
etc. !GOVERNOR). THE
BENNETT COLLEGE. nave You .Its' h Wan

SHEFFIELD.
EXPERT TUTORS FOR ..........

WE TEACH
COMMERCIAL

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certict. Courses
Auctioneering and Estai e

Agency
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Civil Service
College of Preceptors
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing
Economics
English and French
Executorship Law
Foreign Exchange
General Education
Modern Business Methods
Police Entrance and

Promotion Courses
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

ALL THE FOLLOWING
TECHNICAL.

Teacher of Handicrafts
Applied Mechanics
Architectural Drawing)
Building Construction
Clerk of Workc' Duties)
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Practical Mechanical

Engineering
Engineering Costing.

Quantities and
Specifications

Foundry Work
Heat Engines
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Eng. B.O.T.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy

WE SPECIALISE IN

PREPARATION FOR

ALL EXAMINATIONS.

WE TEACH BY POST
IN ALL PARTS OF

THE WORLD.

SUBJECTS:
TECHNICAL- Con.
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Post Office Examinations
Quantity Surveying
Road Making and

Maintenance
Sanitation, Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Surveyors of Works. R.E.
Telegraphy & Telephony
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers' Course

MINING.
Fireman's Examination
2nd Class Mine Manager
1st Class Mine Manager
H.M. Inspector
Mining Elect. Engineer,
A.M.E.E.
Mining Mech. Engineer
Mine SurveTor

Note THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
Address : Dept. 106, SHEFFIELD.

Dept. 106.

Nickel

en Halal
RADIO

BASKET -COIL

MOUNTS.
if- each.

Qualitp 11Zabio,
Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

COIL -HOLDER.

Small size 10d.
Postage 2d. each.

Nickel Plated and Polished. SINGLE
Plated and has Terminals on each side. 1.3

Postage 2d.

catect as
the plumb joie

TtIE shortest distance between
wo points " our old friend
Euclid tells us, "is a straight.

line." The plumb line always regis-
ters the shortest distance between
two points. It is correct --to a minute
degree.

So is the T.C.C. Condenser. The
strenuous tests through which every
T.C.C. passes, ensure that. When
you buy- a T.C.C. you know that its
capacity is identical with that stamped
on the side of its green ease. In its
insulation, too, you can have the
same complete faith. Remember:
you get a square deal when you buy
T.C.C. Manshridge Condensers. All
capacities from .005 mfd. price

3d.
and Coupon

To the Tetegraph
Condenser

Co. Ltd' F

Farm
Road N. Acton.

W.3.bring' copy of J,

enclose
3d. in stamps.

Please
senrLme a

copy of
" How to

Wild VOW
overt H.T." --°w ' buildYour ow.

Eliminator."

ElintlitatOr
lOr A C. or D.C.

P.W.,.S.' ov.
i.90).

Nam?. .......................
s............................

... .. .................

Aarcs
.

.................................................. -
... ---

t 9956.
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Overwhelmin
Success of the

4 0 n
Electrical
Pickup

ELECTRICAL

Gramophone
users hail it
as the means

to finer
reproduction

GOOD news travels swiftly. But rarely can it
ha v c travelled faster than the news of ,the
krOWit Electrical Pick-up. - :-.-1;;re the first

announcement of its wonders appeared, the -demand
began. In snowball fashion it has increased with a
swiftness that ha_ s exceeded even our Wildest hopes.

Small wonder ! There never has been such an instru-
ment 'Ifs almost magical powers have completely
transformed the gramophone. Fit -a vrown Electrical
Pick-up to your gramophone in place of the ordinary
sound box.  Connect it to your wireless set and a loud
speaker-preferably a :16r0Wit. Instantly new. and
finer reproduction will be yours.: Purer tone,Tremen-
dously, increases'! volume. ".lbfeedle scratch nearly
eliminated. Controllable -volume. Infinitely more
lifelike reproduction. Don't labour longer with unsatis-
factory gramophone results.  Ask your Dealer to
demonstrate the wonderful 113rown Electrical Pick-up
to -day. Price £4.

PICK-UP
S. G. BROWN, Ltd, Western Avenue, North Acton, W.3. Showr ooms: 19,Mortimer Street. W.1;
15, Moorfields, Liverpool; 67, High Street, Southam'ton. Wholesale DepdtS: 2, Lansdown Place. West Bath;
75. Robertson Street. Glasgow; 5-7, Godwin Street. Bradford ; -Cross House, Weqtaate Road, Newcastle ; Howard S.

Cooke. 59. Caroline Street: Birmingham; Robert Garin -my, Union Chambers, Union Street, Belfast.

The Pick-up is at
its best when a
*town !mud
Speaker is used.

'filanytypes from
30/- to
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"THE COMPLETE TROUBLE TRACKER"
Great Success of "MODERN WIRELESS"

Gift Number
So great has been the demand for the November issue of
" MODERN WIRELESS " (now on sale) that another
edition has been printed. The Sixpenny Free Book, given
away with every issue, has created a wide demand. If you
have not secured your copy of " MODERN WIRELESS,"
with a Free Copy of

"THE COMPLETE TROUBLE TRACKER"

Do so now, and place a regular order for " MODERN
WIRELESS with your newsagent, and so be sure of getting
the Special Xmas Double Number, on sale December 1st.

This issue will contain a

FULL SIZE BLUE PRINT FREE
OF

"THE VIKING IV."
A Four-valver which will attract every Amateur.

Remember the Date DECEMBER ist.

"MODERN WIRELESS"
Special Xmas Double Number.
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VALVES
CLEAREST\
STRONGEST
LAST THE LONGEST

"started making it at 6 p.m.
listened in at 8 p.m."
No other set gives such pleasure
as the set you mike yoursel-
espec ally if ycu make up this new
R.C. Threesome! You need know
nothing about radio mechanics to
mike up this set. Only 5 cznnec-
dons - sold i ng -noth.ng _you
cannot un-lerstand-nothing to go
wrong. Two hours w.t t nimb'e
fingers and a screwdriver-and the
radio world is at your service.

EDISWANBook
PIcase,

test 11ec,
'Pre,

... coties
el

the RC.
Ilereesoac

Iristructicca

c0/4
9V1.0

ELECTRIC

CO.,
1,Tlp..

VE 'EP
"tVicoria

St., Loqaari,

Cgitia,iciv9),-1235,

&tee

.

.... .... ......
...

1.1100.
...........

. ...

.....

... - ...

..... -
............

.... ...
......... . ............

.... ..............
alit Elite

Prtnt.

Clear abundant volume-no "mushi.
ncss," no blare.

The valves es:ential for the very
best results are H.F. 210. R.C. 2
and P.V. 2-three valves from the
famous Ediswan range.

Send coupon at once for Free
Instruction Book and easy -to -follow
full size B ue Print.

.tV
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ENGLAND

All
cEurope

on your "Melody Maher"

HOLLAND
GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

Send this
Coupon to -day

DON'T be tied to one Broadcasting Station. Build the
wonderful Cossor "Melody Maker "and choose your

Radio music from among the best programmes of Europe.
Gay Spanish dance tunes - rich melody from Italy -
swinging fox-trots from Germany - cht ery light opera
from France-tuneful music from Holland-all these
countries are well within your reach with a Cossor "Melody
Maker." It's the sensation of the season. Tens of thou-
sands all over the country have built it. Never before
has any Receiver aroused such enthusiasm. By reason of
its amazingly simple construction (the new simplified
system evolved by Cossor enables anyone without previous
Radio knowledge to build it in an evening) and its low
cost (the few parts necessary can be bought from any Wire-
less Dealer) first-class Radio has at last been brought within
the reach of thousands hitherto denied its pleasures.
Ask your Dealer for a free copy of the full size building
plan, "How to build the Cossor ' Melody Maker " or
post the coupon to -day.

Build the wonderful

Cossor."Melody
Maker

1937,
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PopularWireless
Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Editor :

NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.RE., M.R.S.L., F.R.G.S.
Technical Editor G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Britannia's Waves-The World's Clock-Radio Telepathy-Miss B.B.C.-Spanish

Casualties-A Lucky Breakdown-Reception of 2 F C.
Concerning Data.

TN a very pleasant letter Capt. H. H. M.
1 (Khartoum, Soudan) suggests that I, in

common with other writers -about radio,
omit essential details, his chief complaint
being that when I give data about short-
wave transmissions I withhold the dates and
times. SO I elo-when I cannot get them.
He mentions Mr. Mareuse, but how can I
publish the clay and hour when he will next
try an Empire broadcast ?

A Promise.
CAPT, H. H. M., as with many others in

farroff places, cannot spend hours in
searching, like those at home. Hence

his need for a definite programme is readily
understood. But at present many of the
most interesting transmissions are not
regular or announced very long in advance.
However, I will pull a string or two, and if
the results warrant, will publish them,
editor permitting.

Britannia's Waves.
IWONDER, would 5 S W have been

working if the B.B.C. had not been
jogged ?' If those in authority at Savoy

Hill realised that people like Capt. H. H. M.,
who are stuck in all sorts of dull and distant
spots, are not so keen on " guarantees of
service reliability " as they are on. getting a
little something-any old thing-from home,
they would probably have clone all this
much sooner. Capt. Eckersley, it is said,
now dreams of one huge station with beams
directed' on ail the great Empire countries.
Yes, yes ! But, meanwhile, something to go
on with, please.

The World's Clock.
SOME time next month Britain, after

years of slumber, will begin to tell the
world the right time by wireless, for

Rugby will open a service of time signals.
The signals will he sent out on 18,740 metres
(C.W.) at ten a.m. and six p.m. They will
really begin at five minutes to the hour and
the first one will be a " dash.." Then, at
the 56th, 57th, 58th and 59th minutes there
will be a " dash," followed by 60 " dots."
The 60th minute will be indicated by a
" dash." I  hope Chicago will 'not con-
sider this to be a bit of insidious pro -British
propaganda intended to corrupt Ingersc'l
time -pieces !

Radio Telepathy.
IHAVE just come across news of a third

telepathy experiment, which was con-
ducted by Dr. G. Murphy of Columbia

University, from W J A Z, New York, in
March, 1924. Again a wash -out ! Only
2,500 reports were examined and all except
two were in accordance with the laws of
probability, that is to say, the number of
correct results tallied with what the " laws "
of chance would lead us to expect.

Stale Weather.
FOR reasons best understood by them-

selves, the B.B.C. have lately begun to
give us a nightly report on the weather

we have endured during the previous day.
That's rubbing it in with a vengeance !
But why on earth do they do it ? Is it
because their weather forecasts are so " hit

and miss," and they wish to broadcast
something really reliable ?

Sweden Becomes /Esthetic.
IN order to avoid the unsightly tangle of

aerial wires on the roofs of big apartment
houses, they have erected in Gothenburg

not a communal aerial but a communal
mast. This mast supports a number of
aerials of which each tenant of the apart-
ment house can have one, for a small fee.
Very sound idea! And they can all re -
radiate on to each other, thus wasting no
signal strength.

A Feather in Our Cap.
AMATEURS have attained definite re-

cognition in the councils of the mighty
at last. In a technical sub -committee

at the Washington Conference it was agreed
(Continued on next page.)

RADIO IN A COTSWOLD COLONY.

At the Whiteway colony, in the Cotswolds, there is a gathering oh people, who, by growing and making
things for themselves, endeavour to reduce the use of money to the lowest possible limit. They apparently
find radio a necessity, and, as the photo shows, they have at least one rather imposing aerial, although the

cost of the whole outfit need not have been anything but small.
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from precious !Kw.)

that amateur operators (i.e.-transmitters)
should have certain narrow hands of 'WasVe-
longths,set aside foraheir specific use, evenly
distributed throughout the whole, radio
wave -length range. This is a milestone in
the history of the amateur -movement, and
a tribute to the serious " fans " all over the
world.

Old Joke, New Version.
A PATAGONIAN party, visited 2 L .0.

One visitor touched a live wire and
immediately began, what looked like

a new typo of war -dance. Another then'
asked him, " Why all this ceremonial ? "
He replied " In honour of my grandfather."
His pal also touched the wire and began a
similar dance. Whereupon the first dancer
said, " Why this prodigality of art ? " Said
the second dancer, " I dance with joy to
think that a liar will one day lie where his
grandfather now lies."

Miss B.B.C.
OLD John Knox once wrote a pamphlet

against what he called the " mon-
strous regiment of women." That

was a bit ungallant of John, who, incident-
ally, was no misogynist. But the " regi-
ment " seems to hold sway at Savoy Hill,
where the ladies outnumber the men. Per-
haps that accounts for the strong intellectual
bias the programmes are gaining, for there
is no doubt that when a lady " gets eddica-
tion " she gets it badly-and let's you
know it, bless her.

A Mouthful.
GLANCING over a booklet intended to

help listeners to identify foreign
stations, I was amused to see that

Berlin (483.9 metres), calls as follows :
" Achtung ! Hier die Rundfunksender,
Berlin. Auf Wellen " (repeated twice). I
suggest they omit the Rundthingummy and
say " Here Berlin." Stockholm's call
(454.5) is even longer, for besides " Stock-
holmes Rundradio," the call includes short
Swedish folk -songs, played on a spinet !
If this sort of thing is not put down we shall
have 2 L O's call consisting of " The Mes-
siah " and " 1812," with a short selection
of chamber noises.

Spanish Casualties.
ALAS ! Stations E A J 6 and E A J 12

have been closed down by the
Government for not having broadcast

a regular programme since April. This leaves
Madrid with only Union -Radio, E A J 7
(375 m.) and Radio Espana, E A J 2 (400 m ).
Nothing like clearing away the dead wood !
But I fear that radio has fallen rather flat
in Spain, and the reason, I think, is that the
Spaniard is not domesticated. He seeks his
pleasures in the Rambla and the cafe. In
short, he prefers rather to talk than to hear
"talks"1

A Painful Experience.
R. KINGHAM, of Black -friars Road,

1'1 London, had what he ealis the
" fascinating but nerve -shattering "

experience of picking up the S.O.S. signals
of the ill-fated " Principessa Mafalda." It
says a lot for the efficiency of the ship's
wireless that a casual searcher in London

could receive those signals Totally, and adds
another laurel to the Wreath of the wireless
operates who, true to the, traditions of sea -
aging -" Sparks," went do avn with his ship.
He kept his gear in good order and worked
it to the last.

Nota Bene.
NOVEMBER lath : " I Prealiacci," 2 L 0
lr and 5 X X. Same 'Slate : " Star
 IIVag i e t y, Programme, "' Glasgow.

NoVember 18th : ." R.U.R.," from 5 G B.
Don'amiaatids if. you have not -heard it. It's
clever and will hold you to the finish.

s - Trade Notes.
DEADERS may be saved inconvenience
IN if I mention that Mesira. H. W.

- Sullivan, Ltd., have removed their
head office and works to 72, Leo Street,
Peskham, S.E. 15. The bulk of American

Al111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111E

F -- SHORT WAVES.
It is reported that most American households E

= have at least six wireless sets. We have only E.-
= one each over here, but that's quite enough to =
= keep father at home while we go to the cinema. =

"For ordinary broadcast wave -lengths the E
= sizes of coals for aerial, secondary, and reaction E-
= should be Nos. 25, 75, and 50." (Wireless E
 Paper.) =
= This is a big step towards a solution of that E
= interesting problem-the exact size of a lump =
= of coal.-" Daily News." -E
il THOSE TALKS AGAIN. =
= Caustic-The wife who said that if she got E
= half as good a supply from the Metropolitan Gai F.-.
= Company as she does from 2 L 0, the dinner E
= would never be late. . E

E-
A necessary invention --A wireless set with- E.-.

= out a loud speaker (tor a married man.) E.
= * * * =
F.: THIS WEEK'S OSCILLATOR. ==

Angry Captain of Liner (to passenger) : "Why E
did you strike the radio operator P" === Passenger : "I gave him a radio messars to
send, and he read it."-" Southend Ti11133." E

* * * === SALESMANSHIP ! -E.

" But even if you have no carpets, mwiam, E
= think how handy this vacuum cleaner would. be E.,
E to clean your vacuum tubes 1" =
El * *

=-
E One correspondent writes to say that he fre- E
a quently gets the station J 0 A K on 1113 crystal =
= set. F.
E. He must think the joke is on us. E= . =
= Smith : "I say, what kind of battery do you
E. think I ought to use -with this set ? " -E
E Jones : " Well, I'd suggest a battery of E
= howitzers, old man. =

;111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111A

radio imports during Junewere from Britain.
The United Cycle and Motor Traders' Co.,
78, Vivian Street, Wellington, New Zealand,
wish to secure agencies for reputable British
wireless firms. And in G. Atherton
and Co., of Tower Building, Water Street,
Liverpool, can make arrangements for
British firms who may not be able to reach
that market, they having agencies in all the
principal cities.

More Talk.
WITH. a flourish, and a booklet, the

B.B.C. announce their new series of
talks entitled, " What Society

Means," by Mr. K. Martin. By the time
these Notes appear you will, if you have
listened, know whether society means
anything.  Well, this sort of thing is all
very fine for those that like this sort of
thing. But fasto I wish the B.B.0 notAci
have mercy on tired workers and stop trying
to compete with text -books and universities.
If they would replace their educationalists

with human beings we should be vastly
obliged. See the Editor's first article on
" British Broadcasting." He has " got them
set " !

Hi, Hi !
KINDLY note ! On November 24th a

great Scotsman is to receive something
free, gratis and for nothing." Sir

Harry Lauder is to receive the freedom of
the city of Edinburgh and the proceedings
will he broadcast from Edinburgh station.
Now, surely, this ought to be an Empire
broadcast froM 5 S W, so that the majority
of Scotsmen can hear it.

Listeners' Paradise.
.NEWS comes from Bernard Harbour, in

the Arctic Circle, that the troopers of
the famous Canadian Mounted Police

find receiving conditions so perfect there
during daylight that they can hear 2 L 0
and four other B.B.C. stations, besides
Paris, Berlin, anti Madrid. That's all right,
but I should hate to receive a frost -bite
while receiving the "Fire Music " from
Wagner's opera.

A Lucky Breakdown.
SWITCHING hastily over to a warmer

clime, my friends, we learn from Bom-
bay that the broadcasting people

missed a snag by the happiest breakdown
in the history of the microphone. One
September Sunday the stage was set for
the transmission of a sermon from the
cathedral. As it happened, the preacher
had chosen for his subject " Christianity
and Mahomedanism." Bang went some-
thing-and a beautiful " bloomer " was
escaped. I expect it will be a useful
lesson to the Director of Programmes,

Our Scientists.
HERE'S a beauty, culled as usual from

a Sunday paper's wireless
Leading up to the imperfections of

loud speakers, my scientist sagely remarks,
" What sound may be no one knows,
except that it may be carried by the air
and, unlike electricity, by wood and other
substances." Other substances such as,
for examples, copper, and a few other
metals, eh a - Well,. really ! This ignor-
ance of elementary physics is deplorable.
Fancy all our scientists not knowing what
sound is !

Reception of 2 F C.
REPORTS are to hand from F. G. B.

(Ilkley-) ; PM.' Every Purpose 2-
Valver ; " Dr. L. S. ( Longfield), on a

simple Reinartz detector hooked up to a
Marconi A2 two -stage amplifier ; A. H. C,
and J. H. 0. D. (Nr. Bletebley, Leeds), on
a Harris " Hale " one -valve and indoor
aerial. This was taphole Work !
T. G. C. (Muswell Hill, N.10), on that blessed
"T.W. Every Purpose Two," siren which
he congratulates us. We do the same for
him on his aood taste in picking a " P.W."
set.

Radio Makes Jobs.
THE Australiau Government is making

a separate radio branch of the
P.M.G.'s Department., thus creating a

boss job, Chief Inspector, Worth from
£720 to £792 per annum. A nice, interest-
ing employment, too. Hurry up, some of.
you, before all these government wireless
poets are filled.

ARIEL.
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NATURALLY, a moving -coil loud
speaker requires a specially con-
structed set to do it justice, as the

receiver must respond equally to all fre-
quencies. In the same way, the well-
known "cone" type speakers require good
sets to be fully appreciated.

The receiver about to. be described in-
cludes an L.F. arrangement which was
first advised by the B.B.C. In this con-
nection it alight be mentioned that the
L.F. circuit is quite orthodox, the only
claims for originality on the part of the
B.B.C. being the values of the various
components, all being chosen to respond to
frequencies as low as 16 cycles.

L.T. & H.T. Consumption.
For the benefit of those who might rush

into constructing the receiver, the writer
would like to add a few words of warning.

* ...... *
A specially constructed four -stage
receiver which is capable of
powerful reception with remark-
able faithfulness of reproduction.
By The " P.W." Constructional

Department.
*

It is not an expensive set to make, but it
requires some expensive valves, which take
heavy filaMent currents and high plate
potentials. As an illustration let us turn
to the last two L.F. valves. These 'should
be of the D.F.A.7 or L.S.5A. type, each
taking -8 ampere filament current and
nothing less than 200 volts H.T.

Now, two valves at -8 ampere means
1.6 amperes beside another three 1 amperes
for the H.F. detector and first L.P.

valves. So that we have to provide 1.9
amperes at 6 volts-calling for a rather
large capacity accumulator if it is to last
for any length of time.

Also, on top of this we have to
provide the two power valves with 25
milliamperes each at 200 volts H.T. The

(Continued one next page.)
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EZ:
REQUIRED. -.7

= .
1 S.P.D.T. switch (Nesthill). =

 2 Single coil holders (L. & P.). _-

 1 Cabinet, 21 in. x 7 in. x 13 in. deep, E
complete with panel and baseboard. a

E---. 2.0005 S.L.F. variable condensers (G.E.C.). ;--
1 -0002 S.L.F. variable condenser (G.E.C.). Fr -
1 400 -ohm potentiometer (" Centralab," ._..-

5 Rothermel Radio Corp.). =-
5 1 On -off switch. ,_-_,:;.-
5 2 Baseboard rheostats, 7 ohms (Lissen or
= ==- other good make).
5 3 Fixed resistors, 1 4 ohms, 2 1 ohm each. =
 3 Holders for same (Burndept). ==

3 Grid -leak holders (Dubi!ier, Lissen, etc.). a
 2 1-meg. grid leaks (Clarke, Dubilier,

Lissen, Mullard, etc.). E,

E 1 .1-meg. grid leak. a==E 2 1 mfd. mica condensers (Dubilier,
T.C.C., etc.). =

-1--- . 2 2 mfd. Mansbridge condensers (Ferranti, E
-L-- Mullard, Clarke, Hydra, Dubilier, T.C.C., S:

Lissen, etc.).
a-. 7 Engraved terminals, markings according E
-E to diagram. =
 5 Ordinary terminals.
5 1 Standard screening box (Peto-Sentt, : t-

1-7 Burne-Jones, Etesca, etc.). =
 1 250,000 -ohm anode resistance (R.I.-
=7. Varley). (Any good make.)

LE.. 1 150,000 -ohm anode resistance (R.I.-
Varley). (Any good make.)

= 1 20 -henry L.P. choke.

 14 mfd. Mansbridge type condecrer. a
 1 H.F. choke.

5 Anti -phonic valve holders (Benjamin,
Burndept, Burne-Jones, Lotus,

5 1 Flashiamp bulb and holder for fuse,
E=7. 1 6 -pin base (Collinson, Peto-Scott,
= 2 .01 mfd. mica condensers.
- 1 .0002 mfd. mica condenser
- 1 -0005 mfde mica condenser.

A view of the wiring which will make the process of connecting tip a simple one. .4111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110in:1111117
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(Continued from previoit.9 pegs.)

* *

H.F. valve at 120 volts consumes another
3 milliamperes, the detector .5, and the
first L.F. (at 200 volts less the drop in the
resistance) about 3 milliamperes, the total
consumption being approximately 57 milli -
a mperes.

Mains H.T. Advisable.
To extract 57 milliamperes from dry

batteries is nearly an impossibility ; from
H.T. accumulators- it is to court trouble,
unless the cells have an actual capacity of
live or six amperes, so that we have to
resort to electric mains, which are the only
proposition worth while for such a receiver.
Therefore, to make the receiver an economi-
cal proposition, it should derive it H.T.
irons the mains (either A.C. or D.C4..

the three variable condensers (aerial, H.F. and reaction
for cutting down the vol

The query, " Why nothing less than 200
H.T. on the L.F. valves ? " would not

he unnatural here, atad I will endeavour to'
give reasons for wing...this potential..

If we examine the 'Curve of any
valve, we will find that its slope becoines
onger as the plate voltage is raised, 300

volts for instance, on an L.S.5.A., giving us
a good straight portion to work on-a
necessary feature if handling a big volume.
For an average volume, however, it is not
essential to have such a long curve and we can

has a higher plate impedance, an undesir-
able feature if the set is to be used in
conjunction with a moving - coil loud
speaker.

Before describing the construction of the

o 4
SECONDARY

H. FC.
/4REACT/ON

I

LI
-1,

4ER/A CO.N.0,.= cavole
Znityrr., 4ie

7- .

.3%2 5" 4- 2
6

""1- 4
--1(-- -if++:

iti5i
POTENT t/

'11'
-q6 1j_ I

E.3-97.t.Z-Pur

coNOL ES ECG' W000 SERE NI ---, ii g ri,
r

# RAWL LAYOUT 1.017

Ion Cr the voltage to 24)0 without detriment
to quality providing, of course, we do not
exceed a certain input, which in this case,
will mean a grid swing not in excess of 46

have vernier dials, while a foster control is provided
nine when necessary.

volts, plus- or minus (with 48 volts grid
bias).

We could use two D.E.5A. valves in
place of those advocated, but it must be
remembered we are after maximum purity
of tone and the D.E.5A. deals with about
half the 'grid swing of an L.S.5A., and also

receiver it would not be out of place o
enumerate the advantages possessed by
enclosing the H.F. valve and coil in the
standard copper box evolved by Mr. G. P.
Kendall.

Shielded H.F. Stage.
In the. first -place. by isolating. the II.F.

transformer from the aerial coil a high
degree of selectivity can be obtained.
Selectivity can be further increased by the
use -of Small cods in the aerial -primary
coil holder or by. connecting the aerial lead
through small seties condenser, as pro-
vided on the set." -

Selectivity,..however, ,i's_not desirable in
the case of a Station.Coming in free from
interference, aS it Mould be remembered
the " flatter " the timing, the better the
quality. Therefore, a lesser is provided to
give flat tuning when desired.

The H.F. valve is not neutralised owing
to the tendency to sharpen tuning. In-
stead, the primary and neutralising wind-
ings are joined in series and both utilised
as primary, the H.F. valve being stabilised
by the lesser,  which also performs the
function of volume control.

Owing to the simple nature of the panel
lay -out, no difficulty should be met in
drilling the holes, cir in fitting the various
components. The baseboard lay -out is
also very straightforward, the components
being screwed in positions as shown on the
wiring diagram.

(Contim,t,.1 on zeal pegs.)

FUSE

L. T
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THE "FIDELITY" FOUR.
(Continued from previous page.)

A strip of wood g in. by in. wide and
having a length equal to the terminal board
can be used for screwing the latter down on
the baseboard in the position shown.

Wiring can be carried out with " Glazite "
of any suitable colour. To make a neat job
of each joint, the glazed covering on the
wire can be removed by " paring ' round
the circumference of the wire with a sharp
penknife and then scraping away the cover-
ing. not required. It is advisable to slip
pieces of " Systoflex " over the " Glazite "
wherever it is necessary to pass the wire
through the holes in the copper box, owing
to the tendency of the sharp copper edges of
the holes to scrape away the glazed covering.
The photographs of the interior of the set
give a clear idea of the positions of the
pieces of " Systoles."

Testing Out.
After completing the wiring, it can be

checked from the list of point-to-point
connections. If everything is satisfactory
and no "dry " soldered joints are dis-
covered, the set can be inserted in its
cabinet and leads brought out through
holes in the back, facing the terminal
strip. Similarly, it will be necessary to pass
the grid -bias leads to the outside of the
cabinet, as it is impossible to accommo-
date a grid battery of 48 volts or more
inside.

Readers will notice two sets of loud-
speaker terminals on the front of panel,
one pair marked " L.S. + and L.S.-"
and the remaining pair " Output -and
Output -."

Those marked " L.S." can be joined to a
Cone or similar type of loud speaker,
the outfit consisting of a 20 -henry L.F.
choke and a 4 mfd. condenser. " Output "
terminals are for experiment, or when it is
not desired to utilise the choke circuit, but

a transformer, say, for a moving -coil loud
speaker direct in the plate circuits of the
last two valves.

For the reception of the local station, the
aerial lead can be joined to A3 and the earth
lead to E.

Should the source of H.T. be from D.C.
mains, it is essential that a 1 or 2 mfd.
Mansbridge condenser capable of with-

standing the full
voltage of the mains
be inserted in series
with the earth lead.
If the eliminator be
of commercial manu-

Valves capable of carrying a large grid swing shout l
be used-those seen above (the fifth in parallel with

the fourth is not shown) being of the 8 -volt type.

facture it will in all probability include
such a condenser.

Use 120 volts on H.T. -1-1 and the full
voltage of the unit on H.T. +2. An
eliminator eminently suitable for this set,
and arranged to operate from D.C. mains,
was '.described in a recent issue of

As a final hint,
prospective c o 11-
structors must re-
member to employ
fixed ". resistors
for the L.F. valves.
having ohmages
suitable for t be
valves in use.

The aerial and grid coils must not be placed too
near the screening box, or lose; due to absorption

will occur.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111*

POINT-TO-POINT CONNECTIONS.
One filament socket of each valve

E.-. holder to one side of each respective E:
E rheostat.

Remaining sides of the rheostats
 joined together and to the right-hand

contact on the L.T. switch.
= Left-hand contact on same switch to E
 the L.T.-1- terminal.

L.T. - terminal to one side of the
flashlamp fuse holder, to the remaining E.

 filament socket of valve holder V3, to a 7-1
 screw through the copper box near the E

valve holder, to one tag of the first F.
 2 mfd. Mansbridge condenser, to G.B.
= via a flexible lead, to the remaining
 filament sockets of the valve holders
= marked V4, to one tag of the second
E 2 mfd. Mansbridge condenser, and to the

L.S. -I- terminal.
= H.T. - terminal to the remaining side

of the flashlamp fuse holder.
E Remaining filament sockets of the =E
E.-- valve holders V1 and V2 to screw through E
 the copper box adjacent to them. _==

A, terminal to one side of the 0002.mfd.
 fixed condenser.

A2 terminal to the remaining side of this
condenser and to the socket of primary

= aerial coil holder.
Plug of primary aerial coil holder to a

screw through the copper box and to the
a.. Earth terminal on panel.

Plug of secondary aerial coil holder to
N. the grid of V, and to the fixed vanes of E.
 the .0005 mfd. variable secondary con-
F.: denser.

Moving vanes of the secondary con- E.
E denser to the slider of the 400 -ohm

potentiometer, to one side of the 1st
E- -01 mfd. fixed condenser and to the 4l a
 volt grid battery (1!,, volt tapping), via
 a flexible lead.

Remaining side of the 1st -01 mfd.
 fixed condenser to a screw through the
 copper box and to the G.B. -I- on the E

4' grid battery via a flexible lead.
Socket of secondary coil holder to E

 the right-hand terminal on the 400 -ohm E
potentiometer.

(Continued on next page.)
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Point -to -Point Connections (continued.)

Plate of V, to the No. 5 contact on the
6 -pin H.F, transformer holder.

No. 3 contact on same base to one side
of the 2nd -01 mfd. fixed condenser, to
H.T. + 1 terminal, to the remaining
tag of the 1st 2 mfd. Mansbridge condenser
and to the bottom contact of the 250,000-

E ohm anode resistance holder.
No. 1 contact on the 6 -pin H.F. trans-

former holder to the grid of V5, and to the
fixed vanes of the .0005 mfd. H.F. variable
condenser (marked H.F.C.).

Moving vanes of this condenser to the
E No. 2 contact on the 6 -pin holder and to the

2nd G.S.- plug on the 41, -volt grid battery,
via a flexible lead (3 to 4!, volts tapping).

No, 6 contact on the 6 -pin holder to the
fixed vanes of the -0002 mfd. variable
reaction condenser.

Moving vanes of the reaction condenser to
one side of the -0005 mfd. fixed condenser.

The other side of the fixed condenser
to plate of 112 and to the bottom contact
on the H.F.choke.

To, contact on choke to the top con-
tact on the 250,000 -ohm anode resistance
holder, and to one side of the 1st 1 mfd.
mica condenser.

Other side of the .1 mid. mica condenser
to one side of each of the grid leak
holders G.L., and G.L.,.

Remaining side of G.L.2 1-meg.
grid leak) to the grid of V3.

Other side of G.L., to the G.B. - I plug
for the 1st L.F. valve.

Plate of 1/3 to the top contact of the
150,000 -ohm anode resistance holder

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111Iliai

arid to one side of the 2nd -1 mfd. mica
condenser.

Other side of the condenser to the grids
of the valve holders marked V., and to
one side of the grid -leak holder G.L.,.

Other side of G.L., to the G.B. - 2 plug
for the last two L.F valves.

Bottom contact of the 150,000 -ohm
anode resistance holder to H.T. + 2
terminal, to the remaining tag of the
2nd 2 mfd. Mansbridge condenser, to the
bottom contact on the 20 -henry L.F.
choke and to the " Output + " terminal.

" Output - " terminal to the left-hand
contact of the S.P.D.T. switch.

Centre contact of this switch to the
plates of the valve holders V,.

Right-hand contact of switch to one
tag of the 4 mfd. condenser and to the
top contact on the 20 -henry L.F. choke.

Remaining tag of the 4 mfd. condenser
to the L.S. - terminal.

This completes the wiring.
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AN UMBER of experiments have recently
been described which had for their
aim the elimination of one of the most

variable of contras in the operation 9f a
wireless receiver-namely, the reaction
control.

This applies in particular to receivers
in which a detector is followed by several

stages of low -frequency amplification, and
most of the circuits of which details so far
have been available and which have met
with any measure of success are American
circuits, such as the Loftin -White, etc.

The question of obtaining constant re-
action is one that has interested me for
some years, and I have from time to. time
tried various syStems with varying degrees
of success. I propose to describe in this
article some of my later experiments which
have led to the construction of some rather
interesting circuits, though without as yet,
I fear, entirely solving the question of
constant reaction.

Gang Control.
A form of reaction' which at one time

proved fairly popular, though of recent
time it has fallen somewhat into disuse, is
what we may call the " tuned plate " type
of reaction. This consists of a tuned circuit
being connected in series in the anode circuit
of the detector valve, but not coupling it
to the grid circuit in any way. Actually, of
course, such coupling does exist, this being
through the inter -electrode capacity of the
detector valve itself.

It is found that when the anode circuit
is tuned to the incoming frequency the valve
will oscillate, so that the tuning condenser
of this circuit can be used as .the reaction
control. Actually it will be found in prac-
tice that the set will oscillate some five
or ten degrees either side .of the actual

- *
With the solution of the problem of +

+ constancy in reaction -adjustments
over a fairly wide range of wave-
lengths " one -knob " control with
simple sets would became a
practical proposition. In this
article a fruitful line of research in
this direction is indicated.
By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E.

* .... *
,

tuning point unless fairly heavy clamping
is present in the detector grid circuit.

It struck me, therefore, that it ought to
be a fairly simple matter; by means of a
gang condenser,' to tune both grid and
reaction circuits at the same time. By
introducing damping in some form or
another into one of the circuitsit might thus
be possible to keep the set just off the edge of
oscillation over the whole range of the
tuning condenser. The circuit shown in
Fig. 1 gives the details of the first arrange-
ment to be tried out. The aerial was
auto -coupled to the detector 'valve by
means of the coil L a number bf tappings
being provided so that the coupling bet'wecn
the aerial and the detector circuit might be
varied. In the plate circuit of the detector
valve another coil L2, which was carefully
matched with the other one, was tuned by
a variable condenser 02 of equal capacity

Y220

to 0 the two condensers being gang con -
*..red. The telephones were shunted by .a

.ed. condenser C4 'of the usual. value of-
' .00D5

With found
that the detector valve oscillated violently
aspen as the two circuits, Li Cr and L,
-werirt exactly into tuna ; and even
when theTWo inductances were screened.
so as to avoid the possibility of any magnetic
coupling existing between them and also
by introducing a certain amount of damping
into the eirettit, it was .still impossible
satisfactorily to control oscillation with this
circuit. To do so by lowering the filament

(Continued on nest page.)

The Loftin -White system aims at a constancy of reaction by means of a balancing effect between capacity
anti inductive couplings. Tito above one-valver incorporates this method.
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SOME CONSTANT
REACTION EXPERIMENTS.

(Continued from previous pews.;

*

*
potential or H.T. voltage was an unsatis-
factory way of doing it, since this seriously
reduced the efficiency of the rectifying valve,
so other methods had to be sought.

A Second Circuit.
The next circuit to be tried is shown in

Fig. 2 The anode coil was provided with a
centre tap to which the telephones were
connected, the other end of the coil being
connected to the grid of the detector
through a small neutralising condenser
marked N.C: in the diagram. The inten-
tion was to neutralise the valve until the
amount of capacity coupling present was
only just sufficient to keep the valve on the
edge of oscillation.

When this circuit was first tried out no
shunting condenser was present across the
telephones, for in view of the fact that they
were connected to the nodal point of
I thought that a condenser of this descrip-
tion should not be necessary. I found,
however, that it was impossible to get the
set to oscillate satisfactorily unless- this
condenser was provided, and it was therefore
put in as is usual in magnetic or timed plate
reaction circuits.

Fierce Reaction.
First of all the neutralising condenser

was carefully adjusted until the set was well
away from the oscillation point, after which
the Iwo halves of the gang condenser were
carefully matched up on the local station
for maximum signal strength. In order to
assist in doing this a very small indoor
aerial was used, so that a small variation
in signal strength could be more easily
perceived than when using a large outdoor
aerial.

The value of the neutralising condenser
was then altered until the set was just
nicely oil the oscillation point and in a
sensitive state. It was found, however, that
as soon as the tuning was shifted the set
either went into oscillation or else went
dead, and in order for distant stations to
be received the neutralising condenser had
to be readjusted continually.

It was also found that using the neutral-
ising condenser to bring the set on to the
edge of oscillation very fierce reaction was
obtained with a very large degree of back-
lash. It was therefore necessary to find
another way of applying the principle
which I had in mind for obtaining constant
reaction.

Further Experiments.
On exam-ming the circuit it struck me that

there were two forms of clamping present
in the grid circuit L1 Cr. One introduced
by the aerial and the other introduced
by the valve itself, since this was being
used with leaky grid condenser rectification.
I therefore thought that if I removed the
aerial damping from the grid circuit and
put it in the anode circuit I might obtain
a better balance, and the circuit, shown
in Fig. 3, was next tried out.

The aerial:earth system was coupled
to the tuned anode coil L2 by means of a
small inductance L1. The valve was
neutralised by the small condenser N.C.
until it was just off the oscillation point.

It was found, however, that with this
arrangement, the damping which was in-
troduced into the anode circuit by the
aerial was too great and the control of
reaction became very unsatisfactory. An-
other trouble, of course, was that of getting

a balance between the two circuits at all
dial settings. and it therefore occurred to
me to employ a form of coupled trap
tuning with the idea, firstly of removing the
damping from the anode circuit of the
valve itself, and secondly reducing the
regenerative action owing to the tuned
circuit in the anode circuit of the valve.
By this means tighter coupling could be
used, since by using less of the neutralising
condenser less of the inter -electrode capa-
city coupling existing in the valve itself
would be balanced out. It was hoped
that this would make the control of re-
action more constant.

The circuit shown in Fig. 4 was there-
fore the next one to be given a test.  The
aerial was coupled by a coil L1 to the
trap tuning circuit L2 C2, this being coupled
in turn fairly tightly to a small number of
turns which formed the coil L3. This was
provided with a centre tap, as shown,
one end being connected to the anode, and
the other end to the grid of the detector
valve through a neutralising condenser.
Thus the actual coupling between the aerial
and anode coils was extremely loose.

It was not found possible, however, to
get satisfactory reaction control.

To those who would like to try a new
circuit, I would suggest that they experi-
ment with the one shown in Fig. 5. This
is a further modification of the Fig. 2
circuit.

This receiver embodies the " swinging -coils system of inductive reaction coupling.
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HAVING analysed the background and
the human factors involved in B.B.C.
organisation, 'both in London and in

the country, I would now like to set out
briefly the present position with regard to
the creation and carrying through of
programmes.

The Board of Governors. consisting of
the Earl of Clarendon (Chairman). Lord
Qainford ..(Vice -Chairman), Mrs. Philip
Snowden. Sir Gordon Nairne, and Dr.
Montague Rendall, is responsible to the
Postmaster -General and to Parliament for

A memorable broadcast --the King of Belgium
rb speaking at the Menin Gate ceremony.

the provision of a satisfactory service of
broadcasting in England. Scotland. Wales,
and Northern Ireland. The Corporation
has the concession of a monopoly for ten
years, that is assuming, good conduct.
The P.M.G. still has the power to licence
other broadcasters if it becomes apparent
to him that the B.B.0 has lost public
confidence or that competition would be a
good thing.

The Essential Elements.
The privilege of a contingent monopoly

places exceptional responsibility on the
Governors of the B.B.C. Their revenue
is collected for them and they have wide

 freedom in its disposition. In the beginning
they wisely accepted the advice of the
Crawford Oommittee by taking over the
executive of the Company -a body of men
"and women who had rendered devoted and
able service to the cause of British broad -

-VOKE-ON-TRENr
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+ This is the third of a short series

of critically constructive articles on
British Broadcasting, in which the
reader will find an explanation of
the origin, development, and evolu-

tion of policy of the B.B.C.
By THE EDITOR.

3. -Present Position -Governors -
Control Board - Programmes -

Publications.

casting during very difficult and uncertain
times.

Let us now consider the essential elements
of a satisfactory broadcasting service.
First and foremost is light entertainment
value. Not merely, jazz and variety and
third-rate humour : but much of the best
light music, well -acted radio comedy,
bright revues : all that goes to make life
cheery, and to discount progressively the
drabness that afflicts the teeming millions
of industrial cities. Thus the fundamental
constituents of broadcasting are brightness
and happiness. Entertainment -four -fifths
of the way.

"Never Discuss Programmes."
Next to brightness and cheeriness, come

the higher grades of music and drama, with
religion and education following on. But
all these second -category constituents should
be so arranged as to give absolute priority
to the real entertainment side. There is no
need for the B.B.C. to search for an
elaborate exposé of an elaborate programme
policy. The subject is
perfectly straightfor-
ward and simple. Give
the listener relaxation,
and genuine enjoy-
ment four fifths of the
time : and as long as
the other fifth is not
wrongly placed it can
be made up of non -
popular and uplift
features.

Thus, the Governors
of the B.B.C. arc re-
sponsible for providing
a service which should
be eighty per_ cent
good light entertain-
ment. It has already
been the subject of
comment that none of
the Governors had had

a,
w:DS -8F2.40Fog?

eviNeuRc,

any previous experience with entertainment.
There was naturally some curiosity as to
what effect their activity would have on
the programmes. People also wondered
how they would set about their work. The
programmes have certainly improved this
year : but is it the Governors that have
brought this about ? Apparently not. One
of them is understood to have boasted at a
public dinner that although they meet as
often as ten times a year. the Governors
never discuss programmes : always " larger
questions " of policy and administration.
This is probably an exaggerated account of
a facetious remark: but it would appear at
least as if programmes wore not the main
subject of discussion at B.B.0 Board meet-
ings. This is defect number one.

Who Does the Work ?
Now, if the Governors leave programmes

alone, who does look after them Y The
next body in order of importance is known
as the Control Board -a kind of informal
committee of heads of departments with
the Director -General and Controller.

The first official information about this
mysterious body is contained in the
recently published B.B.C. Handbook. Well,
surely we have at last uncovered those who
work out our daily wireless fare. Not a
bit of it. It did not need the euphemism
of the Handbook to disclose the fact that
programmes are rarely if over mentioned
at the Control Board. There again the
deliberations are about " grave and far-
reaching questions of policy and admini-
stration." Still no programmes, and yet

(Continued) on next page.)

A general view of the generator -room at the Daventry Experimental Station,
5o B.
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BRITISH BROADCASTING.;
)Contutucd from precious page.)

the whole purpose of the organisation is
to make and distribute programmes. So
we turn elsewhere for the people who do the
work.

The actual programme toilers come far
down in the hierarchal scale at Savoy Hill.
Here is a list of them : K. A. Wright,
B. E. Nicholls, R. E. Jeffrey, V. Willingtou,
Percy Pitt, Millar -Craig, G. Tillett, and a
few others. These taken with announcers
and station directors elsewhere are the
people who do the work of the B.B.C.
Defect number two at Savoy Hill is failure
to give the real programme workers the
emoluments and recognition they deserve.
Money spent on superimposed bureaucracy
might be better spent on increasing the
salaries of the real programme makers.
Anyway. what are the " grave problems of
policy and administration " that do not
bear upon programmes Y

Defect number three is failure to recognise
the overwhelming importance of a stronger
and snore discriminating Outside Broadcast
department.  The B.B.C. should keep half
a dozen flying squads standing -by to .take
advantage of occasions for really important
topical broadcasts at a moment's notice.
Here is a department of the work Wiiieh
should be freed forthwith from the dead
hand of red tape.

New Ideas Wanted.
Defect number four, arising from the

stabilisation of organisation; . is lack. of
sympathy with new ideas and novelties:
There is a growing disposition .to kill new
'suggestions, thereby .discouraging. the more
original members of the staff. Genius. lias
a diminishing chance. Those .M authority
now at Savoy Hill rather pride theinselyes
on the " straightness " of their programme
curve. " Peaks " have disappeared : but
it is alleged that the general average has
so improved that the " peaks " need not
be missed. This is wrong psychologically,
and one is surprised to see the doctrine
explicitly advanced in the programme policy
article of the B.B.C. Handbook. " Peaks "
must be given even at the expense of the
average standard. There should be a
Special section of the programme department
at Savoy Hill engaged on nothing else but
the production of peaks.

The aerial tuning unit at Daventry (i X X) is shown to the left of the main
control table.

Lord Birkenhead has likened the power
of Sir John Reith to that of Mussolini. It
is undoubtedly veiy great. but it could be
much greater if there were a reassessment
of values at Savoy Hill. What is needed
most of all is definite recognition of the over-
whelming importance of light entertainment.

Organisation should not be allowed to
expand qua organisation ; it should be

For outside broadcasts. such as football matches,
the amplifiers are honied in a -lorry and the

microphone M a sound -proof hut.

arranged more simply- and with a constant
realisation.that the only, thing that matters
(apart, from technicalities) in a broadcasting
concern is the programmes: Given, this
new feeling and adjustment of standpoint.
the B.B.C., would enjoy a new lease of, rapid
expansion in revenue and poprilaaity.
There would be no revival of discussion of
the saturation point of licences until after
the four -million mark had been passed.

There is another point, not worthy,
perhaps, of being listed with the main
criticisms, but still deserving serious con-
sideration separately. It is common know-
ledge that the B.B.C. make up their pro-
grammes about two months ahead of per-
formance, and that subsequent alterations
are confined to a minimum. Cross-examina-
tion reveals that the alleged necessity of
printing all the programMes in advance

accurately and exclu-
sively in the official
organ is , the main
reason for this pro-
longed delay in pro-
duction.
Too Rigid.

No set of pro-
grammea.'that remains
rigidly unalterable for
a whole six, or seven
weeks can be wholly
satisfactory. It follows,
therefore. that the
B.B.C. sacrifice pro-
gramme values in
order to help their
publications. And why
should they be pub-
lishers as well as
broadcasters ?

The reason is not hard to find. The
P.M.G. sits on so much of the licence
revenue that the B.B.C. are hound to dabble
in publishing in order to recruit their pro-
gramme revenue. It is a kind of vicious
circle. And its cause should be removed.
The B.B.C. should be given all the licence
revenue except the actual amount required
for collection. Then the publishing activi-
ties of the B.B.C. should he closely circum-
scribed, programme information given to
all to publish. and programmes relieved of
the burden of rigidity now imposed by
publication requirements.

Still Room for Improvement.
The frankness of these articles should not

be mistaken for truculence. I began by
remarking that the B.B.C. suffered more
from adulation than from condemnation.
My purpose is to avoid both. I know-we
all know-that we have a right to be proud
of the B.B.C. It is a wonderful " show "
in many ways, and it contains a splendidly
able and devoted band of public servants.
It is because we want to make it still better
than any other broadcasting organisation
in the world that I offer these constructive
suggestions.

A CHEAP AND
EFFICIENT EARTH.

THERE are many methods of arranging
an efficient earth, but the disadvan-
tage of most of them is that no pro-

vision is made for keeping the soil around
the electrode moist and in good conductive
condition. One of the most easy earths to
" construct " does not posseSs this dis.
advantage at all.

The only necessary material is about
six feet of the thin copper tubing used by
gas companies for " remote control " of
bypass burners. It is about a quarter of an

17. Don't Forget Your opy
01 t :ie

XMAS IN EMBER
or th?

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

FULL OF G004 IHINGS E
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inch in diameter, and fairly soft. The whole
length of this should not be busied, but
about two inches of it should be left pro-
jecting from the ground. the rest being
buried at the depth of about two feet. Tho
end of the projecting portion, to which
should be soldered the earth wire, may bo
beaten out with a hammer to form a small
funnel, down which water may be poured
from time to time It should be stopped with
wax after filling up.". to ensure a direct
path for the water on the next, filling. An
earth connection made in this way should
not deteriorate with the passage of time,
and may be replenished when desired.
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ADVICE FROM AMERICA.
To the British Amateurs.

"Get Onto Yourse.ves. You Fellows !"
By THE EDITOR.

MOST amateurs have heard of " Q.S.T.,"
the American radio journal, pub-
lished chiefly in the interests of

transmitters. It is a live little paper, edited
by Kenneth B. Warner, and it is to be
found in the home of every American radio
" Ham " and " Fan."

Consequently it carries weight across the
Atlantic, and may be said to be truly
representative of the American radio
experimenter.

A Trenchant Editorial.
In the December issue will be found an

editorial which, to say the least of it, is
illuminating. We would ask the leading
lights of the Radio Society of Great Britain
and, in particular, the members of the
British Delegation who went to the Radio
Conference at Washington, to study
" Q.S.T.'s " editorial. In case they can't
secure a copy, we reproduce a portion of
the editorial here 

" While we were in Canada we had the honour of
meeting the British delegation, which was assembling
there with the delegates from all the British domin-
ions before proceeding to Wastrinetom 'I hey were
present at the meeting at which Mr. Russell addressed
the Canadian delegates. They became quite inter-
ested in the amateur situation and asked many
questions. 'I hey asked us how many amateurs there
were In the States, and were almost dumbfounded
to learn that there were 10,000-they had no idea
of our proportions. They wanted to know what
wave -lengths our Governments gave us, and did not
know that United States and Canadian amateurs had
been using the 20, 90 and 50 -metre bands for four
years. 'they wanted to know how we got along with
our Governments. 'I trey wanted to know what. the
United States Government's attitude was towards
us, and that gaVe us the opportunity to make a
speech that sounded like a Q.S.T.' editorial. We
told them that our Government valued the American
amateur because of his advancement of the radio art,
because he was training himself to be a skilled
operator, because his stations fonned a wonderful
reserve communication net, and because he was doing
much to advance world understanding by his con-
tacts. The gentlemen were not at all unfriendly. On
the contrary they were immensely interested. We
consumed nearly an hour of their time with no sign of
impatience on their part.

" We were particularly struck by the fact that the
British representatives did not seem to know any-
thing about amateur radio. How does it mine, we
wonder, that our amateurs over there have been so
backward about introducing themselves to their
officials ? It seems that our amateurs over there are
scared to death' of their officials and have just

about never made any clean-cut representation
before them. We don't know why this situation
should exist. We thought them quite approachable
and open-minded-they were not antagonistic, they
were merely abysmally uninformed. They had no
idea our Government regarded us favourably-they
diebet w ! There is; we believe, a profound moral
in this for the amateurs of all nations."

"No `Hot Air ' Merchant."
There is : the opinion formed by the

chiefs of the American Amateur Radio
game must make many a British amateur
feel very annoyed with those British
delegates who were " merely abysmally
uninformed." Of course. we know it is a very
difficult matter to teach the American Radio
fan anything about Radio ; but K. B.
Warner, of " Q.S.T.," is no hot-air mer-
chant ; he knows what he is talking about
and is regarded as an exceptionally intelli-
gent and fair-minded man, not only by

amateurs in America, but by many in this
country who have met him and who are
familiar with his work.

If the " Q.S.T." editorial had been
written, say, by Big Bill Thomson of Chicago
we should have enjoyed a hearty laugh ;
but when a man like K. B. Warner admits
he found the British Radio representatives
did not know anything about amateur
radio we must all feel (whether Mr. Warner

privilege. it even thought so itself ; and
then the Radio Association and the Wireless
I e tgue had vague ideas on the subject.

 But, as a matter of fact there is no definite
leadership.

The Radio Society of Great Britain exists :
but that is all that can he said for it. It
lacks energy, initiative, and that sense of
progressive keenness which, at any rate,
inspired the chiefs of " Q S.T." to travel to
Canada and then to Washington, for the
cause of Radio.

Deplorable Ignorance..
And as for the Wireless League and the

Radio Association. by no possible stretch
of the imagination can they be said to
" lead " the amateur radio movement in
this country. We have men who. given the
chance and the assistance-and a free hand
-could do the job : Marcuse. Simmonds,
and one or two other really keen and
knowledgeable men.

Fixing the microphone for the ceremony of christening the cruiser Devonshire
which took place recently at Devonport.

be right or wrong) that it is a very great
pity such an opinion of British Amateur
Radio should be formed by responsible
people in the U.S.A.

Absence of Amateur Representation.
Obviously there is a reason. Perhaps

the folloWing extract from Q.S.T." will
supply the solution -

" We asked the British dele"ation for their 'avour-
able consideration of the United States proposal to
make the 20, 40 and 80 -bands available for amateurs.
Although they were non -committal on this, they
indicated that they were not at all opposed to the
idea of short waves for their amateurs, and they
did pledge themselves to see that their amateurs
were given their own conception or adequate short-
wave privilege. Compare that with their reputed
attitude ! And ,when we erase to leave, instead of
having an opportunity to express our thanks for
being heard, they thanked us for having spent so
much time in, earning to thorn and telling them this
interesting Aorir which would help them in their
work as a delegation TIM delegation consists
largely of the folks who run radio in Bradawl. We
hope that this account of our adventures with the
delegation will simply make the hair stand straight
up on the heads of British amateurs Get onto your-
selves, you fellows over there ,

Mr. Warner is a. little off the mark when
he says this delegation consists largely of
the folks who run radio in England." As a
matter of fact no one ' runs radio " in
England-for the amateur, at any rate.

For a long time the illusion existed that
the Radio Society of Great Britain had that

The British delega-
tion was. of course not
in any way en pr
tative of amateurs but
the members do occupy
important posts in con-
nection with wireless in
this country and one
would have thought
t hat, as a matter of
common knowledge,
t hey would have shown
a little more interest
about the British
Amateur movement.
But they didn't ; and
as the' R.S.G.B. didn't
send a responsible re-
presentative, we must
put up with the fact
that our delegates at
least provided N.S.T."
;did other leading
American amateurs
with a good deal of-
shall we say amuse-
ment ?
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TECHNICAL NOTES

CONTROL DEVICES
POLE FINDERS-HOW H.F. TRAVELS, etc.

THERE are all manner of ways in
which the volume given out* from. the
loud speaker may be modified and

controlled. For instance, the filament
temperature gives a simple means of
control, and a variable high resistance

.across the loud -speaker terminals, or the
output terminals of the set, gives another.
De -timing the set is probably the simplest
way of control, but it -is apt, in any but
the simplest types of set, to introduce
distortion and other complications.

An addition to the numerous ways in
which the output volume may be modified
is' a tapped high -resistance across the
secondary of the .first L.F. transformer (in
a transformer -coupled circuit). In this
arrangement a resistance of, say, 500,000
ohms is connected across the first trans-
former secondary, one end of the secondary
being also connected to the negative grid -
bias terminal and to the secondary of the
second transformer. The sliding contact
on. this ?-meg. yesistance, or potentio-
meter, is connected to the grid of the first
L.F. amplifying valve. In other words, a
-,1-meg. potentiometer is connected across
the transformer secondary, the slider being
connected to the first L.F. amplifier grid.
When the potentioMeter knob is turned
in one direction it brings the grid connection
near to the filament end and decreases the
volume. When the slider is in the middle
position the volume is about half the full
volume.

In the case of a resistance -coupled ampli-
fier, the potentiometer May be substituted
for the grid leak of the second valve, and
the slider of- the potentiometer connected
to the grid of that valve.

A Curious Photo -electric EITeet.
A very curious discovery in connection

with a Tungar rectifying valve is communi-
cated by a reader to one of the American
Radio journals. This reader happened to
be experimenting with a burnt=ont valve
in which there was a very tiny break-in the
filament., a break so short that when the
valve was connected to the l20-velt-lighting
circuit, a glow appeared in the valVm

But if the experiment were tried in -a
dark room the glow (lid not appear and
it was soon found that some kind of photo-
electric influence was at work which
rendered the gap between the two parts
of the filament slightly conducting when
the valve was exposed to light, Whereas
the gap was practically non-eonduCting in
the dark.

Active "Getter."
A closer examination showed that the

" getter " which had been used in the
exhausting of the valve, or it may have been
some of the metal vaporised during the
operation of the valve, had deposited over
one -hall of the glass bulb, whereas the other
half was practically clear. Therefore, light

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

3Ic

-which entered at the clear part was reflected
from- the " silvered-" part and was focussed
more or less upon the gap in the filament.

In this way the argon gas in the Tungar
valve was ionised and " triggered the 120 -
volt discharge. More consistent results were
obtained by connecting a tapped H.T.
battery in the circuit so as to raise the
applied voltage to a value just below the
critical potential.

The experimenter who describes this effect
demonstrated. his discovery by connecting

of finding the polarity of terminals to be
used for such purposes as battery -charging
and so on. There are various devices by
which the polarity may quickly be deter-
mined, and a new. and very simple one has
recently been produced by the Run baken
Company. This consists of a small glass
U-tube filled with a colourless solution,
each leg of the tube being fitted with a
terminal and a metal electrode dipping in
the liquid.

When the terminaLs of this little device
are connected to a source of D.C., the
liquid around the negative electrode turns
red. The indicator should only be connected
momentarily and, after disconnecting and
shaking, the red colour disappears and the
device is ready for further use. If it is
connected to alternating leads the red
colour appears at both terminals.

If the.voltage of the leads which are about
to be connected is unknown, it is preferable
to eonnect one lead to the polarity indicator
and to touch the other lead momentarily

against the other ter-
minal of the indicator,
rcu as to avoid passing
co great a current

through it. The
coloration effect is
instantaneous.

This little device
should prove very use-
ful for a number of
purposes in the experi-
menter's laboratory.

American engineers hoisting a 5 metre transmitter up its mast, where
it operates 75 feet from the ground, The meter on the instrument is

read with the aid of a telescope.

the secondary of a telephone induction coil
in series With one filament lead, whilst to
the primary was connected a 2 -volt flash -
lamp. On directing a beaM of light upon the
valve in an otherwise darkened room, enough
current was passed to light the flash -lamp
to full brilliancy.

This little . experiment suggests very
interesting possibilities, and nu'doubt Many
readers of these Notes will have in their
possession discarded valves with which
similar experiments could be carried out.

Pole Finders.
Often when experimenting it is necessary

to find out whether a source of electric
supply is alternating or direct current, and
also it is very useful to have a ready means

How H.F. Travels.
Everyone knows

that high - frequency
oscillatory current
.when travelling along
a conductor travels in
the surface layers more
than in the interior of
the conductor. It is
for this reason that
the constructor is ad.
vised to use stranded
wire for his aerial and
for other similar pur-
poses, where possible.

In the October issue
of Q S T (the Official
Organ of the American
Radio Relay League)
is au exhaustive
article by one of the
consulting engineers of
the American Dubilier .
Condenser Corporation,
describing in grea t
deCail how trigh
frequency oscillatory

current behaves when passing along con-
ductors of various types. Diagrams are
given illustrating the passing of the current
over the -surface 01 4 Metal cone, and also
how it flows lengthwise through a cylindrical
cage having straight kingitudinal wires with
circular rings at regular intervals.

It is shown that there is no current inside
the cage, the high -frequency current distri-
buting itself on the outer portion of the
longitudinal wires. When two wires are
pressed endwise against opposite surfaces of
a metal sheet it is shown that the high -
frequency current dues not pass straight
through the sheet from the end of one wire
to the beginning of the other, but flows along
the surface of the metal, around the edges,

(Continued On, page 631.)
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Users of 6-voll =mutilators
-are assured of superlative
results by employing the
following new6-ivIt Marconi
Economy Valves.

FOR GENERAL
PURPOSE.

Marconi Valve-
Type D.E.H. Gio (10 6) or
Type D.E.L. Gto (10 6).

FOR THE LAST STAGE.
Marconi Valve-
Type D.E.P. 610 (12,6)-a.
power valve.

An amusing but informa-
tive booklet entitled " Back
Chat " may be obtained by
posting, the coupon below.

Arkbess ....

Contty

When you first use Marconi Valves you
are struck with their wonderful truth of
reproduction. You never find Marconi
Valves corkscrewing a concert at the
Albert Hall into something that sounds
like a dog-fight in a tin garage.

Marconi Valves, too, remember that there's
a bottom to your pocket. They don't
use up juice like a donkey eats oats.

Marconi Valves give you the true pro-
gramme. They're candid about the artistes.
Marconi Valves keep down your running
costs. Marconi Valves last . . . because
they are designed and made especially for
their jobs.
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A SERIES FOR THE NEW AMATEUR

IEXPECT that the word " reaction "
will be familiar to you and you will
know that this is something in a

wireless set which causes that " oscillation "
which from time to time forms the subject
of special announcements from the various
broadcasting stations. The use of a
reaction in a set enables very great sensi-
tivity to be obtained, but, if it is misused,
it can also cause considerable interference

with other listener's reception. In effect,
reaction can transform a wireless receiver
into a transmitter and make it emit waves
of its own which will mix up with the
legitimate radio waves and thus upset
radio reception in a whole district.

A plain detector -valve circuit, as shown
in Fig 1, is not particularly sensitive-it
is about equal iut this respect to a crystal
set. But it is possible to feed back some
of the energy developed in the plate circuit
and pass it through the valve again for
further amplification. This is accomplished
in one way by connecting a coil in series in
the plate circuit and bringing it near to the
aerial tuning coil. Now, you will remember
that when a current of electricity passes
through a coil it produces a field of magnetic
force.

An " Oscillating " Condition.
It this field of magnetic force tends to

envelope another coil it will develop a
current of electricity in it. The closer the
two coils are to each other, the more the
energy that will pais, as it were, from one,
to the other-or the tighter the coupling
as we say A two-way coil ;.s a component
designed to take two plug-in coils and
mechanically vary the distance between
them, so that the coupling effect can be
controlled. Fig. 2 shows a circuit similar
to Fig. I with a reaction coil added. The
arrow through the reaction and aerial coils
indicates that the distance or coupling

_.-.._.__._._.-....-.-...-.-........__,....*

No 6. CONSTRUCTING A SIMPLE SET.
+

#

I-4: this article a brief explanation of reaction is offered t
and the practical applications of the various principles

applicable to a single one -valve set are outlined.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grrad./.E.E.

(Technical Editor.)

between them is vari-
able. To obtain the
most from the reac-
tion effect these two
coils should be not
too close together.

As the coils are
brought nearer and

nearer together so the feed -back increases,
but there comes a point when the volume
of sound reaches a maximum in the tele-
phone receivers, and past this point it tends
to become seriously distorted. This is
known as an " oscillating " condition, and
the set is then actually transmitting.
Subsequently, when the coils are very close
together, a howling noise which drowns
all speech and music may develop. A
certain amount of disturbance can be
caused long before this, however, and the
considerate listener will not strengthen his
reaction coupling beyond that point where
distortion begins to creep in.

I am showing Fig. 2 in a pictorial form
at Fig. 2a. Here the various components
aro drawn not as symbols, but in their
natural Corm. I want you to take these
two diagrams and closely study them, trac-
ing the complete grid, plate and filament
circuits through line by line.

Working Diagrams.
Atter you have done this, turn to Fig. 2b.

This is Fig. 2 again, but this time re -drawn
in the form of a wiring diagram. In this
case, not only are the various components
given their normal appearance (in plan),
but the lines which connect them represent
actual wires. You will see that the
batteries and the telephone receivers are
missing, and that terminals take their
places, and this also applies to the aerial
and earth Most modern sets are built up
on the panel and baseboard fashion (see
Fig. 2c), and Fig. 2b represents the back of
an ebonite panel and the top of the base-
board flattened out as it were. In this
manner the actual construction of a set
can very clearly be
shown and if you will
take the trouble to
compare Fig. 2 with
this Fig. 2b you will
gain an insight into
the way a theoretical
diagram illustrates the
circuit incorporated in
a set.

Fig. 2b is not drawn
to any particular scale,
but 1 want you to take
a careful 'note of the
valve holder. A valve
is provided with four
pins and these pins are
spaced in such a way
that they must fit into

their appropriate sockets in the valve holder.
Two opposite pins represent the connections
'to the filament of the valve, while the pin,
which is spaced rather widely out from the
others, is connected to the plate of the
valve. The remaining pin is joined to the
grid.
Capacity Reaction.

1 have now dealt both theoretically and
practically with a simple deteetoi circuit
employing what is styled ' magnetic "
reaction, but there is another way in
which reaction can he obtained. This is
the capacity method.' You will see that

Fig. 3 is again very similar to the simple
detector circuit shown in Fig. 1, hut this
.time two things are added, viz., an R.F:
choke and a reaction condense'.

An H.F. choke is, as its name implies, a
component 'designed to prevent the passage
of high -frequency currents. In effect, it is
a large coil-that is, a-. coil cpnsisting of a
comparatively large number of turns.
Generally speaking an H.F. choke is a
compact component and its numerous turns
consist of thin wire. It therefore possesses
a greater inductance than the high -fre-
quency current has time to Overcome before
it changes its direction.

The insertion of an H.F. choke in the
plate circuit as shown in Fig. 3 prevents

(Continued on next page.)
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any high -frequency current passing from
the plate of the valve through the 'phones-
H.T. battery circuit, but there is still a
path for them through a variable condenser:
The smaller this condenser the less H.F.
current will be able to get through and
back to the grid of the valve. This then
forms a reaction control. By varying this
variable condenser, which should have a
maximum capacity of about 0003 mfd.,
we can vary the feed -back from the plate
of the valve through the aerial coil to the
grid of the valve.

Capacity reaction is superior to the
swinging coil method for several reasons,
and is employed in practically all modern
sets. It has several applications in addi-
tion to the simple form described above,

and what is known as the Beinartz
perhaps, the most popular of any.

This differs but slightly from the straight-
forward capacity teed -back. If you refer
to Fig. 4 you will see that the only differ-
ence is that a, tapped aerial coil is employed
and that a portion of this is used in the
reaction circuit, as it were.

Sequence of Operations.
I am going to conclude this article by

repeating in brief the sequence of electrical
operations which ()eau in the simple circuit
shown in Fig. 2. If you manage to follow
it fairly intelligently.. then you will he able
to turn to high and low -frequency amplifica-
tion and successfully grapple with more
complicated arrangements

In the first place, high -frequency currents
are generated in the aerial circuit by the
ether waves emanating from the broad-
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casting station. The aerial circuit, con-
sisting of the aerial, the coil, the variable
condenser and the earth, is tuned so that
these currents can oscillate backwards and
forwards in time with the arrival of the
waves, or rather the passing of the waves,
as the waves themseltes are not currents
of electricity.

An alternative path is offered to the high -
frequency current through the grid con-
denser. This and the grid of the valve
tend to store up the current, but it does not
completely choke rip the grid of the valve,
as it can leak away through the grid teak.
The intensity of the current varies in pro-
portion with the modulation at a low fre-
quency of the waves by the transmitting
sta tion.

A Varying "Bridge."
The varying charge of electricity on the

grid of the valve varies the numbei of
electrons which reach the plate from the
heated filament. Thus, a varying "bridge"
is offered to the current which tends to
flow from the H.T. battery through the
telephone receivers, the reaction coil, and
acres§ the' valve between the filament and
the plate.

As this plate current varies at a low
frequency it is able to operate the telephone

receivers. and these produce air waves and
thus sounds can be heard A certain
amount of the energy in the plate circuit
is fed back to the grid of the valve across
the inductive linkage between the reaction
coil and the aerial coil to be amplified
again. '

That is the operation of a simple one -valve
set, and I am sure you will now be ready
for the more complex arrangements. By
the way, I have shown the grid leak con-
nected to the L.T. minus in all my dia-
grams. It is usually taaen to L.T. plus.
It does not make much, it any, difference to
a one -valve set, and for my present purpose
it simplifies a diagram to take it to minus,

NEXT WEEK
THE FIRST ONE OF
MR. DOWDING'S new series of

"PROGRESSIVE" SETS
will appear. What are they?
You will see next week and
meanwhile you should
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.
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There is nothing the old man likes better than to sit before the fire and hear the notes
of his beloved 'cello coining through the Wireless Receive:. But it must be a faithful
and true reproduction-the slightest flaw jars on his se isitive ear.
For months he tried using dIferent valves, but, NO, there was always some imi,er-
fection. Then one day he bought Six -Sixty and the r2su!ts were marvellous. Now
you see him, months later, wit ) a happy smile of satisfaction on his face-for he is
listening to music which he knows is a life -like reproduction.
You wart your receiver to yield these results, don't you ? Well, follow the teal of
the old musician and ask for Six -Sixty.

NOTE.-The Manufacturers will Lc pieasod ro lorward an aura( tive brochure which aesc; ?hes
the lull ra;k;e of z. 4 and 6 von 'valve: ,P7 the famous Six Sixty vashiv S2nd a postcard.

SIX SIXTY
GLOWLESS VALVES

The Electron Co., Ltd., 122-124, Charing Cross Tad, London. W.C.2
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There is an "Ekco" Model
for every purse

and for every
voltage.
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Model M.2, D.C. Model 1.V, D.C.

Model

M.1.
M.2.

Voltage Tappings Sets Suitable for D.C. Price A.C.

6o or go or 120
60 and 120

I to 3 -valve sets only
s. d. ac. s. d.

0 17 6
1 9 6 3 7 6

1.F - go and " Power
2.F 60, 120 and " Power "
3.F 6o, 9o, 12o and " Power "

o -loo variable 1 and
12o fixed 1 " Power

o-ioo variable
2.V 0-120 variable and

1.V

Majority of sets of not more
than 5 or 6 valves

2 12 o
3 5 0
3 17 6

o L ti

6 15 0

7 - 7 6

3.V

" Power "120 fixed
o -loo variable and
oio-1o2-ot

5ovaNr,iaarb.le
" Power "

(A) Multi- V al ve
(n) Super -Het

(c) Sets depending on a
critical voltage adjustment

(0) Fada, Bumdept, Elstrcc
Six, etc.

4: 2 6

5 7 6

7 12 6

8 17 6

6 0 0 9 10 0

C.2 COMBINED Oil. UNIT
Provides :

(a) H.T. Go, 120 and " Power."
(b) L.T. Current for 3, 4, or 5 't amp. valves or

yalves of the same filament voltage, provided
consumed by the filaments is not less than
than -5 amp.
G.B. Tappings at r!., 3, 4l 6,

F01.( D.C.

for any combination of
the sum total of current
.3 amp. and not more

.. Complete

The wonder unit
of 1927-28.

Z6 7s. 6d.

Model I.V, A.C.

*Extras payable on A.C. Models only

F. & V. TYPE. . M. TYPE.
Milliard D. U. to Valve 15/- Marconi D.E.5 Valve 12/6
Royalty .. 126 Royalty .. .. 12;6

If you cannot see the unit model
You require in the above list
write to our Dept. "A." We

will satisfy your needs. Model 0.2 D.C.

COLE LT1),NE KCCE WORKS,LONDON RD.,LEIGH-ON-SE
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An efficient, easily -made and compact wave -trap t

which can be used in any type of receiver.
1By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

THE arrival on the air of 5 G B has caused
even the local listener to take a keen
interest in the problem of getting rid

of a nearby station, a problem which has
always beset the long-distance enthusiast.
To meet this problem by means of greatly
increased selectivity is not always an easy
matter and moreover there are technical
reasons why the selectivity of an ordinary
set with only a limited number of tuned
circuits should not be increased beyond a
certain point, and in consequence much
greater attention of late has been devoted to
wave-trapb of the more recent and reliable
kind. The reader will remember that a

special wave -trap was described in POPULAR
WIRELESS at about the time of the opening
of 5 G B to a regular service, and several
sets have appeared in this journal and
elsewhere. actually incorporating various
special forms of traps.
An Important Problem.

The problem seems likely to attract
continued attention, and accordingly the
" P W " Research Department has devoted
some considerable time to an investigation
of ways and means It was considered that
quite a large number of future sets will
require to incorporate a wave -trap and it
was decided to produce a standard corn.
ponent which could be specified for use in a
large number of sets. The advantage of
such a component from the designer's point
of view is obvious since it will not be
necessary to produce a new special trap
each time a set design is prepared while
from the point of view of the constructor,
it would again be a considerable con-
venience, since whenever he decided to
build a new sot he could be fairly sure that
the trap he had incorporated in a previous
receiver could be transferred bodily to the
new one.

A number of interesting points arise in
producing a trap suitable for actual incor-

poration in a
receiving set,
since it must
be remembered
that one of the
difficulties of
the use of a
trap always experienced is the matter of
interaction between the trap circuit and
the receiver. Actually this difficulty
becomes very much more acute when
the trap is to be mcluded in the make-
up of the set itself, instead of being placed
at a safe distance from the receiver. It
became obvious that special precautions
must be taken to deal with this difficulty,
and in addition. of coarse. it was necessary
to choose a trap arrangement which should
be as simple and straightforward as possible,
giving dependable results, and having as
little effect as possible upon the tuning and
general behaviour of the receiving circuits
proper.

A Reliable Type.
The whole question of wave -traps was

under review at the time of the opening of
5 G B, and there was little hesitation in
deciding upon the circuit known as Type D,
which, as the reader may remember, is
simply a tuned circuit consisting of a
suitable coil and a variable condenser,
which is connected in series in the aerial

lead by the method known as auto -coupling,
in which a few turns of the coil itself are
connected directly in the aerial circuit.
This arrangement has  been found to be
a very dependable one, giving remarkably
uniform results under different conditions,
and having very little effect upon the
tuning of the set itself.

Preventing Interaction.
Moreover, it is very effective as a trap

when a suitable coil is used, and the tapping
point for auto -coupling to the aerial circuit
is well chosen. It may be remembered that
this circuit was incorporated in the wave
trap described in POPULAR WIRELESS No.
271 under the title of ' Preparing for 5 0 B,"
a wave -trap with which a number of readers
have got remarkably successful results in
eliminating their local station.

The difficulty of preventing interaction
between the trap and the remainder of the
set will, m most cases, require to be met by
the use of some simple form of screening,
such as a. sheet of. copper placed between

(Continued on serf page.)

The complete wave -trap can be risen wan a Inemi, sereenimr uox.
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A STANDARDISED
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(Continued from previous page.)*--
the trap and other parts of the set, and this
is a detail which will require to he arranged
to suit any particular receiver. The design
of the standard trap, however, has been
arranged to reduce dlfficulties as regards
interaction and to make the screening easier
where this may be necessary by the use of
a coil of as.small dimensions as will give the
desired degree of efficiency. The spread of
the external field of the coil is thus very
considerably reduced.

As regards shielding, it may perhaps be
as well to mention at this point that this
will not be a difficult matter in a given set,

The wiring connections can be seen above.

and where desired the whole trap as a unit
can be enclosed in a rectangular metal box,
as may be seen in some of the photographs
accompanying this article, these illustrating
the use of the box produced by Messrs. L.
McMichael. Ltd., for use with their Mink
coils.

Constructional Details.
So much for general considerations.

Turning now to the practical details of the
construction of the standard trap, it will be
seen in the photos and diagrams that it is
assembled upon a small wooden baseboard,
measuring 21 in. by 21 in. and about
t in. thick, the intention being that this
baseboard shall be screwed down directly
upon the wooden base of the receiver. The
coil is mounted on this in a horizontal posi-
tion at a height indicated in the diagrams
herewith. This point of the height of the
coil is mentioned because it will later be of
importance in cases where the trap is
screened, the position of the trap inside
whatever screen is used naturally being a
matter which must be standardised. The
coil is wound upon a piece of ebonite,
Paxolin, Pirtoid, or similar good material,
-2 in. in diameter and 3 in. long, and this
can be mounted in any convenient fashion
which does not entail the use of large pieces
of metal. in the trap illustrated the method
is to fix an ebonite end disc into the tube
and attach this by means of a screw to an
upright strip of three-ply wood, whose lower
extremity is similarly secured by means of
screws to the edge of the little baseboard.

The coil consists of sixty-four turns in a
single layer of either No. 28 D.C.C. wire or,
alternatively, the same number of turns of
9/38 Litz wire, the material to be used
depending upon certain considerations
which will be explained in a moment. As
the coil is wound, tappings are made in the

sixteenth and twenty-fourth turns, these
being the alternative positions for the aerial
tap, the ends of the windings being secured
by the simple procedure of passing them
through two small holes drilled in the tube
at the correct points, while the two tappings
may be made in a variety of ways. For
example in the case of the solid wire the
whole coil can be wound without making
any tappings whatever. and then the six-
teenth and twenty-fourth turns can be
prised up slightly with the blade of a pocket-
knife, and two short pieces of match stick
about half an inch long slipped under them.
The wires thus lifted up can be scraped bare
of cotton covering by means of a knife, and
the appropriate leads soldered on to them.

Choice of Wire.
In the case of the Litz wire, however, a

somewhat more elaborate method must be
adopted since it must be remembered that
in making connections to a Litz coil at any
point it is essential that a good soldered
joint should be made to every strand of the
wire. In this case, then. the simplest way
is to regard each tapping as a finishing point
of the coil, cutting the wire and passing
the end through two small holes as before.
Then drill two more small holes further
round the tube, and secure the end of the
wire from the reel as before, and carry on
winding until the next tapping point is
reached, where the process should be
repeated. At each tapping point, therefore,
the coil will be broken and two ends will be
left sticking out. The ends of the strands
should then be bared at these points, and all
carefully soldered together, the two ends
next being soldered to each other and to
the connecting wire.

This point brings us to the question of
whether Litz or solid wire should he used.
The answer is that Litz should by all
means be used by the constructor who feels
that he has had enough experience of solder-
ing and handling fine wire, to bp certain of

making a really perfect joint at each point.
At one time it was believed that Litz wire
was not of much value on the broadcast band
of wave -lengths, but more recently research
has shown us that even on these waves there
is a very definite advantage to be gained
by the use of this stranded material.

It is, therefore. desirable that it should be
used in this case provided that the con-
structor is quite certain that he can guar-
antee a perfect joint. This is absolutely vital,
and if you feel the least doubt about it by
all means use the solid wire and be sure of
a coil which is at least reasonably good,
instead of running the risk of one- which is
definitely bad. which may easily be the
result of an unskilful attempt to use Litz.

At this point it may be as well to mention
that the real difficulty of using Litz is
simply that of properly baring cleaning,
and soldering each strand. and this will be
found a very much easier process if the type
of Litz chosen is that which is silk -covered
only without enamel insulation of each
strand. With this type of Litz it is fairly
easy to get the silk off by lightly singeing
with a match and then a little careful scrap-
ing of each strand will make it quite bright
and fit for soldering.

Tuning Capacity.
Mounted upon the baseboard immediately

beneath the end of the coil is a small vari-
able condenser of the compression type
which is now becoming so popular for work of
this sort. The one actually used in the trap
illustrated was a Formodensor a product of
the Formo Company (Arthur Preen & Co.,
Ltd.), the capacity of this component
depending upon the wave -length of the
station it is desired to eliminate. If the
wave of your local station is below 400
metres. a .00025 mfd. or -0003 mid will be
required while if it is 400 metres or over one
of -0005 mfd. should be chosen. (The
alternative capacities of .00025 or -0003 mfd.

(0,..,!//i HQ/ 0:1 ra,,,s

The wiring of the wavetrap is exceedingly simple to carry out as will be seen by the above.
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have just been given because in some makes
only a .00025 mfd. is available, whereas in
others a 0003 mfd. is produced and, as a
matter of fact, either will serve.)

These components have a screw -down
adjustment which can be performed by
means of a screwdriver and, of course, the
condenser can be left permanently set to the
correct capacity once this has been found.

Screwed to the edge of the baseboard of
the trap is a small piece of +-in. thick
ebonite. 2i in. by 1 in., carrying a terminal
and two sockets such as the Clix or Eelex
types. these being for the external con-
nections to the trap. In use, the lead from
the set to the trap will be connected to the
terminal. while the aerial lead will terminate
in a plug which will be inserted in one or
other of the sockets, according to the
number of turns on the coil which it is
desired to use for coupling purposes.

Many Uses.
Actual practical details for the use of the

trap would be out of place here. as they
will naturally be given on various occasions
when describing receivers incorporating
this component. This article is intended
to provide the reader with a complete speci-
fication of the trap, and it is recommended
that it should he kept at hand by con-
structors. so that when building future
receivers they may be able to refer to it
for details of this component, which may be
referred to simply as a " Standard Wave -
trap." It may, perhaps, be as well to point
out here that this standard trap forms a
very useful component for all sorts of prir.

poses, in addition to
its uses of a "shutter
out " of the local
station. It provides
in effect a complete
tuner for simple
purposes. with a
moderately selective
coupling scheme for
the aerial and earth.
Thus, if one Wishes to
rig up a stand-by set
in an emergency, all
that is necessary is to
connect a valve or
crystal and 'phones
across the tuning
condenser in the trap,
connect earth to the
terminal and aerial to
one or other of the
sockets, and the re-
ceiver is complete.

When a screening
box is used it is to be
noted that provision
must be made for the
adjustment of the
condenser from out-
side, since there is of
course a change of
tuning when the lid is put If a suitable
hole is drilled in the box, a long -bladed
screwdriver can be inserted and the adjust-
ment made quite easily, but just a little
care is needed to get the hole in the right
spot, i.e. exactly above the adjusting screw
of the condenser. This bole can be seen in
the lower photo on the first page of this
article, rather to the left-hand end of the
box.

The other holes are intended for fixing
screws, leads, etc., and are not used in
this particular application of the Dimic "
hox.

oil.

W000EN SUPPORT
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When fitted into a screening box the instrument forms a very compact
and useful adjunct to any set.

sessts-o--4.- ....... *
NEAT COIL FORMER

MOUNTING.

WHEN it becomes necessary to mount
a low-los.4 coil former of the ribbed
variety it needs sonic little considera-

tion as to the quickest way of doing it
consistent with practicability.

The accompanying sketch shows the

method adopted by the writer, which has
the merit of being adaptable to different
coil formers, is neat in appearance, per-
fectly rigid, and what is perhaps of equal
importance, there is practically no con-
structional work.

The material required is a strip of
ebonite, a length of 4 B.A. studding, four
4 B.A. nuts and two condenser dials. The
only work hivolved is in bending the
ebonite support at right angles, and this
can easily be done by holding it in boiling
water. The ebonite has a tendency to
spring back unless it is held securely until
it hardens. After bending allow cold
water to run on the ebonite and it will
" set " immediately, thus saving time and
annoyance.
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Knaresborongh Rtuns-An Important Football Broadcast-Bournemouth +

Problems-" Romeo and Juliet "-Manchester Novelties-Professor Tovey on
Schubert-" A Post -War Cocktail " at Belfast-" Christmasy " Talks.

Knaresborough Ruins.
AMONG the many ancient monuments

and ruins scattered about the County
of Broad Acres. none are more inter-

esting to Leeds listeners than those at
Knaresborough. where for nearly three years
excavations have been proceeding on the
remains of the castle. resulting in some
fascinating discoveries of bygone days and
of the habits of the people of those times.

If you would bear the story of how the
subterranean passages of the old castle
were brought to light you must listen to
Mr Stephen Barber on Tuesday, November
22nd, when he is giving a talk from the

 Leeds -Bradford station. The excavations
have been carried out under the supervision
of Mr. Barber. and his forthcoming talk
will deal with every aspect of the work
during the past season and will supplement
his previous talks, by which listeners have
been kept informed of the progress made
from time to time.

An Important Football Broadcast.
Leeds United and West Bromwich

Albion, the clubs that were relegated from
the First Division of the Football League
last season. are now making a neck -to -neck
fight for the top positions in the Second
Division. Their clash on the Elland Road
Ground. Leeds, on Saturday. November 26th,
is, therefore of considerable importance
both to themselves and their supporters.
The fixture should prove admirable for a
running commentary, particularly as the
commentator will be Mr. Stacey Lintott,
who is both an expert on Association
football and a lucid and fluent speaker.

Bournemouth Problems.
When Bournemouth becomes a relay

station. and depends largely on London for
its wireless fare. there will be a lot of
agitation unless considerably more latitude
is permitted the local officials to identify
their transmissions. with the activities of the
town, than is given to other stations of a
similar status. ,

It will not be an easy matter for London
to incorporate in its programme all the
functions of the Bournemouth Station,
since many of them are of interest only
to South Coast listeners. There is the
Bournemouth Musicians' Benevolent Fund
Concert, part of which is to be relayed from
the Winter Gardens on Sunday, November
20th.

Sir Dan Godfrey is the conductor, and
Miss Winifred Ascott (soprano) and Mr.
Tom Brown (bass baritone) the soloists.
Then there are the various churches, from
which services are broadcast from time to
time, and a list of clergymen and other
preachers whose voices are familiar to
listeners and whose discourses are very
popular with listeners.

The address on Sunday, November 20th,
Will be given by the Reverend Percival

Triggs, S.,T.. of the Church of the Annuncia-
tion. Bournemouth, while the service will be
followed by an 'appeal on behalf of the
Cornelia Hospital. Poole, by Councillor
Miss Paterson, J.P., Chairman of the
Ladies' Collecting Committee.

Bournemouth listeners will also want to
hear such events as the speeches that are
to be relayed from the Town Hall on
Thursday, November 24th, when the
Annual Dinner of the Bournemouth
Chamber of Trade takes place, as well as its
own specially arranged talks like that on
Monday. November 21st, by Miss A.
Doulton Edwards. Secretary of the Bourne-

Senittore than:on. visits the hleetrica, Show in New
York during his recent American tour.

mouth Council of Social Service, who has
something to say on " Some Social Service

Musts.' "
Those who would reduce the status of a

main station to that of a r clay have chosen
a stoney path, but the experience gained
may be valuable for the time when it
becomes necessary to reduce the number
of stations from 20 to 9 under the much -
advertised Regional Scheme.

"Romeo and Juliet."
The story of Romeo and Juliet will never

die-it is a story that must live while human
love endures. Shakespeare saw the lyrical
quality of the story ; to Berlioz's fiery soul
the drama of it, was the impulse that led
him to introduce into the symphony a
dramatic force hitherto unknown in this
form of music. A performance of the work
" Romeo and Juliet" by the Halle Chorus
and Orchestra is to be broadcast from
Manchester, London, Daventry and other

stations on Thursday evening, December 1st.
The solo artistes are Olga Haley tsoprano),
Leonard Gowings (tenor), and- -Wiltmin
Anderson thesis).

Manchester Novelties.
Mr. E. Liveing the Manchester Station

Director, has introduced many novel
features into his programmes, during the
last -few months, and yet another is to be
tried in the near futures It is proposed to
select a number of short stories by well-
known writers, when the material shows
qualities that, lend themselves to broadcast-
ing, and to present them in the form of
one act plays the episodes in the story being
linked by narrative. I'he first story to be
treated in this way will tie " Good Hunting.
Old Chap," by " Sapper,- wnich is being
given a place in the evening programme on
Monday, November 28th.

Professor Tovev on Schubert.
Professor Donald F. Tovey, Mills. Doc., of

Edinburgh University has arranged a
special Schubert programme for trans-
mission trom Edinburgh on Friday, Isecem-
ber 2nd. In his construction of the concert,
Professor Tovev has aimed at, giving a
thoroughly representative selection of
Schubert's works, with the necessary
consequence that the greater part of the
limited time available will be occupied by
songs which loan Elwes (soprano) and
Herbert Heyner Ibaritones will sing.

Instrumental music will be represented
by a pianoforte solo, played by Professor
Tovey himself. and by a movement from one
of Schubert's unfinished works evnich is to
be played by the Edinburgh string Quartet.
Professor Tovey's reputation as a critic and
authority over the whore field of music is
sufficient to insure a most enjoyable
evening, particularly as he has promised to
introduce the various items himself.

"A Post -War Cocktail " at Beitast
Listeners in Northern Ireland have

already been given glimpses into the music-
hall of the middle of the nineteenth century,
and into the London theatre of the days of
the " Beggar's Opera and should find
much that is enjoyable in a revue entitled
" A Post -War Cocktail." which is to be
" shaken " by popular microphone favour-
ites at 9.35 p.m. on Friday. December 2nd.

The revue will bring us closer to the
entertainment of the present day, and its
songs from " As You Were," ' Pell-Mell..'
and " Buzz -Buzz. ' will recall memories of
the days when men on leave came home for
a well-earned rest and a round of the theatres.

" Christmasy " Talks.
Housewives, already engaged in thinking

of preparations for Christmas, will know how
much more pleasant, particularly to them-
selves, the Festive Season can be made if
the little dainties which they prepare are
just a bit out of the ordinary M choice and
cooking. They will find some useful hints
in a talk on " Christmas Cakes," which
Mrs. Cottingharn Taylor is giving on Monday
evening. November 28th. Another " Christ,
masy ' talk is down for Saturday evening,
December 3rd, at 7 p,m., when Mr. H.
Haddon, Editor of " The Farmer and Stock -
Breeder" will have something to say about
Smithfield Market, with particular reference
to the Fat Stock Show, which opens on
Monday. December 5th. Both talks will be
from London and other stations.
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THE

FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER

(INCORPORATING THE WESTINGHOUSE. METAL RECTIFIEM

FOR CHARGING L.T. ACCUMULATORS AT HOME

FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT MAINS

PRICE 55/-
1. Will charge your accumulator at home at negligible cost
2. Eliminates the possibility of discharged and sulphated

accumulators.
3. Eliminates the inconvenience of taking accumulators to be

charged.
4. Is silent and safe in operation.
5. Costs nothing for upkeep.
6. Can be used at any time the set is not in operation.
7. Cannot charge accumulator above the specified rate.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD. LANCASHIRE.
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By HUMPHREY PURCELL.

IT is amazing how the habit persists of
asking' the question " How many
valves? " before expressing an opinion

on the performance of a set. So many people
have the impression that such -and -such
results ought to be obtained with two
valves. and that with three valves a skilful
operator ought to be able to get the whole
of the British Isles and at least half the
continent. The idea of using lour valves,
or even three, to listen to a station within
ten miles appears to these people to be the
height of extravagance. .

This attitude of mind is as much out of
date as the bright emitter, and it is no
exaggeration to say that the man whose
first consideration is the number 01 valves
he can do without is the man who puts
quantity first and quality nowhere. It is
true, of course, that two valves phis un
limited reaction can do marvellous things,
just as it is true that music can be pro-
duced nom a one -string fiddle made out of

man who is quite at home when handling
his two -valuer, but once the convenience
of having a reserve of power in the set has

been experienced, it is appreciated as an
advantage not to be given up lightly.
There is no fiddling for the precise " right

spot." There is no

I=
L.T.

a biscuit -tin. But a two -valve set has very
definite limitations, whether -used with
skill or not.

A Simple Matter.
The addition of a valve to a set is such a

simple matter, and so comparatively
inexpensive, that it is well worth while
considering the advantages.. Fig. I may be
taken as typical of a two -valve set which
will do marvels. Fig. 2 may be taken as
typical of a three -valve set which will give
sinulai volume on the local station as the
two -valve; wilt when pressed to its utmost.
The difference in components is one fixed
condenser, two grid leaks, and a valve -
holder. 1 tw difference in performance is
simplicity of operation. certainty of volume,
and polity.

'This mAy not look much on paper to the

-wr

continuous testing of
717z the ELT. and L.T.

supplies only to discover
that it is " something
else.' that is holding
the set, down. There is
no need to wonder
whether the broad-
casting station has
dropped its power a
hit, or whether the
aerial has sagged. The
set that has a pound or
two of power in reserve
does not vary as does
the set that is ever-

lastingly being pushed to the uttermost
The absence of reaction (Fig. 2) will,

of course, make the set less selective, and.

this circuit is useless for distant reception..
But no set that consists of a detector and
L.F. amplifier only is really suitable for
distant reception. Fig. 2 can be brought
up to the level of Fig 1 for occasional
distance work-and a good deal above-
by incorporating reaction as shown in
Fig. 3. One further fixed condense', of
.00005 mfd., is required. But a set con-
taining a stage of neutralised H.F. amplifi-
cation is much more reliable and certain
in its results, and is much kinder to the
neighbours if something more than the
local station and Daventry are wanted at
all frequently.

Negligible Cost.
One word about the cost of an additional

valve. The passion for running a - set
inexpensively arose -out ,of the high L.T.
demands of the old bright emitter. Nowa-
days L.T. counts for nothing, for a very
small accumulator will last for two or three
weeks with three valves. H.T. current is

more of a problem. But a resistance coupled
valve takes so little current from the H.T.
battery that the difference. between a Fig.

. 2 set and a gig. 1 set will hardly be noticed.
The first cost, for valves and components,
may for all practical purposes be counted
as the last cost.
1.1 I I 11 I III 111111 III 111111111111111111111 11111 1111 II I II II 111111 II I II 1111111 V-,

DO 14 JT FORGET
TO ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE

SPECIAL XMAS SIFT NUYISER

M
E

A full-size blue print will be
presented free with every copy

 ON SALE December 1st. PRICE 1/6
101 lI C011
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'kOe endah*
ON 'BOARD SHIP ! A roaring gale, the darkest night, dangerous rocks

and shallow water ahead. But your fears subside ; for there, clear-cut
through the blackness, flashes the lighthouse's ever present warning.

Your faith in the watchdog of the seas never Wavers.

And so with ADICO ! Your faith in this outstanding battery will never waver.
Its long life, exceptional recuperative powers and low price will astound you.
The ADICO range includes H.T., Grid Bias, Flashlamp, Dry Cell and Batteries made to specification.

Extract- from test report in the " Broadcaster" Wireless Trade Paper, dated July, 1926
"After six weeks' shelf life with temperature varying from 55' to 70° there was
not the slightest drop in voltage. Our tests show the " ADICO " H.T. Battery
to be excellent in every respect. Will meet the exacting demands made upon
H.T. Batteries by present day receivers. The price is very moderate."

ToPifivel fines/ value in 117e world

PRICES :
II.T., ton v. - - 12 6
H.T., bo v. - - 7,6

30v. - 4 -
Grid Bias, 9 v. - 1 8
Fiasidamp, 4.5 v. 41.d.

DRY CELLS.
Spring Terminals 1,10
Screw 2, 3

Large Capacity.
Torch, 45 v. - - 1/1

3 v. - - 9d.
I5 v. - -

AIDIIC
er BATTERIES 41,
ADIE & CO., LTD., DEPT. P., 2, ALDERMANBURY AVENUE, E.C.2.

Telephone : London Wan 2171.

If your dealer can
not supply you, we
will deliver post
free, on r ec eipt
of cash With order.

" Adieo" Battery
Chargers and
Eliminators are as
dependable as
" Adico " Batteries,
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CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

"I sing all the low notes"

"You wonder how he
gets 'em."

(from their well-known duet).

TLLt,k.g-f2k,

He gets them - but do you ?
Until you have heard an Amplion
Cone you cannot realise the wonderful
possibilities of radio reception. The
Amplion Cone gives the correct value
to all notes and brings you the low
tones which give such colour to music.

It is the " Natural Tone" Loud Speaker.

N.B.-For best results with an Amplion, as
with any other kind of loud speaker, there must
be ample H,T. supply and correct grid bias.

AMPLIoN
CONE

SPEAKERS
" Jacobean Oak " Model A.C.7

Price £6 10 0.
Other models from 52/6.

AAAAAAAAAA/kAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
4m6ounconen! of Graham A iliphon Lmited, 25, Savile Row, London, W.I.

100

CHECK OVER
THESE TWELVE

POINTS
BANISH unselectivity with the amazing Eureka Loga-cyclic

Condensers. Fit them to your Set and forget traffic
tangles of the air. Get those " will -o' -the wisp" stations;

separate the jumbled ones. Eureka Loga-cyclics space out stations
as evenly ,s the steps of a ladder. Look for these 12 features in
the Condenser you buy. They're only to be found in Eureka
Loga-cyclic-the last word in Condenser -design.

1 Massivs aluminium chassis-very
strong.

10 Eureka Logo -cyclic plates ensure
a. even distribution of wave-tengths

and p-eymt overcrowding.

3 Terminals to both fixed and
moving plates.

beEbonite bush supplied free enables
Condenser to be easily ganged.

5 Last plate adjustable for compen-
sation purposes when Condenser
is ganged.

L.Fibre triction washers ensure
velvety smooth working.

till
ovi419ss'a't

vo4vc161(
Fisher Street. London, W.CL
PORTABLE UTILITIES Co- LAC

9
10
11
12

7 One -hole mounting for those
who prefer ease of fitting.

of Fixed plates insulated from
'"w chassis by means of four heavy

ebonite bushes.
Generous metal bushes prevent
wear and ensure long life.
Stout centre spindle eliminates
" whip."
Three -hole mounting for those
who want extra rigidity.
Four brackets enable Conden-
ser to be mounted squarely on
baseboard.

.0003 - 12/9

.0005 - 13/6
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SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-ft is a common thing to read that
reception of short waves is practically impossible with
a receiver with one or more high -frequency stages, so
am writing you to give my experience with my re-
ceiver, tour-valver (1 ELF., Det., 2 L.F.), capaeity
reaction on anode. I can tune down below 20 metres
on it with ordinary plug-in coils (4 turns aerial, 4
anode, 6 reaction), ordinary D.C.C. wire.

I have been receiving P C J, 2 X A D and 2 X A F
for weeks now, and on Sunday, October 16th, I was
listening to the B.B.C. relay of Sydney, and after the
close down at 6.25 p.m., owing to atmospheric eons
ditions being sa had, I -thought I would have'a try
myself, and changing over to short-wave coils, 1 had
2 F C direct within a minute hf starting to search for
it. I was greatly durPrised when I got 2 F C as there
was not a trace of X's at all here, and apart from a
slight fade which did not occur very giften, every word
of speech and song was Clear and distinct. Items
received from 6.35 to 7.10 p.m., October Ifith
Soprano song, " Songs My Mother Taught Me "
message froth fhrti)er Australian official who had
held an appointment in London. 1 lost his rank
owing to fading occurring during the announcement.
Then followed a song at the piano, " Dream Girl " ;
next a baritone, song, " Sigh no More, Ladies " ;
then a bass song, ' Fishermen of England " ; then
a song by Miss Hilda Boyle-I think this was
the name of the singer.

It was then announced that it was 10 minutes past
5 Monday morning, October 17th and the station
waif, now closing down, but would be transmitting
agitin from t to 5 that sameatternoou. Then -the
programme was brought to a finish with the National
Anthem.

1 have written --2 F C for coudrinatiou.. 1 -did -not
get up for the second transmission, which I reckoned
would be from 6 to 7 a.m. G.M.T. Monday morning.

I do not:egpect you to publish this long letter as
your space Is too, valuable, but lust thought if it
was an uncommon thing, reception of ultra short-
waves on a receiver Which is not thought to give
results under 250 metres' or thereby, t will also add
that reception on the shortwaves can only be
accomplished with my receiver when I have my power
valve (a P.M.'2) in the detector holder.

Wishing " P.W." all success, and thanking yon
for all the information 1 have got from it. I have
been a reader of it from 1923, and I don't think 1
have missed a copy.

Yours respectfully,
G. M. C.

P.S.-1 got every word broadcast froth 2 X A
during the Dempsey -Tummy fight, and the " Pirates
of Penzance," which was broadcast before the
light.

Aberdeen.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
DearArs-sslinder the hethling, "Some Short-wave

NOteA," By IV. L. S., in this week's " P.W.," there
intact passage to which 1 entirely disagree. I quote
wind, ie. writes,tviz. :

myatl ttutiag condenser : The other point that
was' watching is the size of the rwriable condensers.

i'011115. -coinienger across the aerial or secondary
co*ittOitgeltedllY useless, ;wen if fitted with the most
effici:nd stow -motion decice.

I myself am a short-wave enthusiast and have
been for two and a half years, and for the past
fektr*en months have used a /hoc -valve short-wave
set, the secondary coil of which is tuned with a
-0005' condenser with slowonotion device incor-
porated. And, what Is more, this same set will
readily tune down to 20 metres, using home -constructed
coils and H.F. chokes. The circuit used is one which
was pulilLsired in a very well-known contemporary
of yours ask year, in the shape of a one -valve
Mentz but I made up my mind it was good
enough to use three valves, and, by greatly modifying
the ultra short-wave coil and making it interchange-
able it has certainly proved itself.

But; to get back to the point, I have never ex-
perienced the slightest difficulty in tuning, whether it
be 20, 30, or 300 metres. I am ready to admit
that where a set. is used exclusively for work below
100 metres, the size of condenser suggested by
W. L. S. is ideal ; but where such a set is used for
the broadcast band as well, if one uses such a small
capacity across the inductance, the said inductance is
going to have to be extremely large and, for myself,
1 would prefer the lesser evil-at least, I consider
it such-namely, the larger capacity.

Please do not take my letter as being controversial,
I am merely trying to express an opinlon, and Jan
ready to submit to W L. S. as being a man tarn
farther advanced, both technically and theoretically
than myself. But I most certainly would like to have
the views of other short-wave enthusiasts on this
point. The following -are some of the short-wave
telephony station.. received K DK A, 20-2 and 62
metres, .April, 1925

'
2 X A I), 22 metres, August,

1926 ; 2 X A F, 321'9 metres, October, W26 (Dempsey,
v. Tunny first light) ; P C I J, 32 metres, July,
1927; W I. W, 4.5 metres(?); C F (Canada), 26.269
metres, July. 1927 : 2 M E (Australia), 32 metres, Sep-
tember, 1927.

The last-named station was picked up tour days
in succession-testing prior to the B.B.C. relaying
the programme on the Sunday. C.F. (Canada) was
on the occasion of the Canadian Confederation
Jubilee, and, in addition to confirming my report,

CORRESPONDENCE.

SHORT WAVE!
RECEPTION. 1

A BLUE PRINT SET-THE
+

+ "NOVEL " ONE, Etc.

1

Letters from readers discussing interesting anti
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences, are atways welcomed , but it must

A be clearly understood that the publication of
isucb does in no way tndicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for Mormation given.-EDITOR. +

-0- -0- --
the MarconiMarconi Company of Canada sent me a very nice,
muvenir of the broadcast event-an embossei memoir
with a photograph or the Peace Tower Parliamentary
Buildings of Ottawa. I am awaiting a confirmation
of my report to 2 51 LI of these tests during early
September.

And now, Mr. Editor, I hope this letter will not
prove uninteresting, although unduly long ; but,
being a reader of your paper, 1 felt 1 could not pass
unchallenged the remark passed by IV. L. S. in his
Short-wave Notes. With still greater success to

P.W."
Yours faithfully,

A. E. Davis.
P.S.-The stations mentioned were received at

fair L.S. strength. except. KDKA on 42 metres. At
that date that station was received on one valve ;
but., of mune, since then has been heard on

Oxford.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Ton may be interested to know that I

was -successful in picking up 2 F C', Sydney, on Sunday,
October 16th, 1927, after the B.B.C. had concluded
their efforts at. relaying.

I use the " Simmonds " short -waver, as described
in " P.W." some time ago (0-v-1).

F C came in 114 to R S, and was easily followed
until the close down at 19.15 G.M.T. with the singing
of the National Anthem.

My aerial is single wire, 60 ft. long and 2()ft, high,
no earth connection Or counterpoise being used. I
have picked signals tip (coin many parts of the
world, ineludinu North and South America, New
Zealand, etc., the " Sininionds " set pulling them in
splendidly.

want to thank you for your splendid paper, of
which I have been a reader since No. 2, also of
" M.W." Wave -length of 2 F C was given as 28.5
metres.

Yours faithfully,
Stoke-on-Trent. J. W.

THE BEST BROADCASTING VOICE.
The Editor, Pout LAR WIRELEss.

Dear Sir, -1 cetainly agree that Miss Enid Stamp -
Taylor's voice and wireless personality is the most
attractive that has been broadcast. I ventured to
write and congratulate her on her wonderful " Thank
You," and had the pleasure of receiving a signed
photo.

Try and get thee P.13.0. to fall in with some of their
revenue producers' whims and give us what we ask
for and not what they think we might to have.

G. E. HOLLOWAY.
North Croydon.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir, -1 heartily endorse your remarks re

Miss Enid Stamp -Taylor. I would also give " full
marks" to Mr. Rex Palmer, Miss Phyllis Pantling,
and Mr. Percy Seholes.

Of singers, the voice of Mole Elizabeth Schumann
came over better than any 1 have ever heard.

By the way, may I point out that, In addition to
Rome, lady antieffiggit, era may usually be heard at
Berne, Warsaw,- MVO and. Posen, and, quite Ire-
gnently, at Soifiel*Itian and Frankfort.

\ Yours truly,
Bognor. , ' t" F. E. E. PLE.

, )

" P.W.'s " BEST ONE-VALVER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELEsS.

Dear Sir,-There have been a lot, of one -valve sets
described m POPULAR WIRELESS since, some three
or four years ago, I first took your most interesting
And useful fournal, and I have made quite a number
of them. But you have never had, up to date,
,anything that could touch Mr. Dowding's Filadyne.
This is a wonderful little receiver, and the results it
gives are far and away ahead of any that ordinary
look -ups will give. It is undoubtedly " P.W 's "
best one -valuer.

My congratulations to the inventor and to " P.W.,"
and many, ninny thanks for the excellent free blue
prints you have just given us.

Yours faithfully,
London, E.8. J. H. K.

RAIN RUINS RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re letter of It. P. W. in current issue
of POPULAR WIRELESS replying to my query under
heading " Rain Ruins Reception."

May 1, at the outset, thank R. P. W. tor writing
such an Instructive letter, in contrast to the remark
of a local " know-it-all," who said " Get a decent. set."
Men like R. P. W. make the regular purchase of
POPULAR WIRELESS worth while.

A fortnight ago I added parallel tuning to my set,
after having put a separate earth to niy outside spark
gap, thinking I was getting a " teed back - effect duo
to faulty gap. I tested what I considered the fault,
with the first arrival of rain, and everything was O.K.,
but after reading " P. W." I realised the alteration was
Clue to the altered taming and not the earth.

If the E litor would be good enough to put my
full address in print possibly It. P. W. would write me
further. and anything arising would still be reported
for the benefit of " P.W." readers.

Wishing " P.W." every success.
Yours truly,

" Caradoe," J. D. Hrl)Sox.
Woodville Road, Boston, Lines.

A BLUE PRINT SET.
The Editor, Pori:LAU W tRELEsS.

Dear Sir,-I thought some of your readers would
be interested to hear the results of the Standard
Two-Vaiver blue print gift. October 15th issue.

The set for an experimenter ,u limited means is a
fine one. My aerial and earth are without question
very good, but tested on a pool indoor aerial the
set proved very selective. Stations received as
follows : London, very strong ; 5 0 B, very strong ;
Langenberg, good loud-speaket strength ; Stuttgart,
good loud -speaker strength ; Berlin Voxhaus, good
loud -speaker strength ; Barcelona. fair loud -speaker
strength: Brussels. good loud -speaker strength.

Numerous other stations received on 'phones. Of
course all the above were on my good aerial, which is
SO ft. high, single 100 ft. wire: I shcinid be pleased
to hem results of other builders of this eireuit. I take
" P. W." weekly and regularly. Wishing it every
success.

Yours truly,
Blackheath, S.E.3. H. T.

THE " NOVEL " ONE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have been a constant reader of your
paper and have not yet seen the accompanying
circuit, known as the " Novel " One. It is one that
should be excellent in 'England as far as DX is con-
cerned. 1 would be pleased if you would publish
it, and I would be pleased to hear from any fan
who builds it. For DX here, this is my log of the night:
3 L 0, 3 A R, 3 D B, 2 F 0, 2I1L 2 G B. 4 Q. 0,

lt C L, 5 IgN. -Z1., 1U t. R. rtirultr n peter
where Situated, and air line ii n t r11,1 i- a.. felluws:

Station Power Location latheDi

3 L 0 ..
3A11..
3DB
2 F C
2 B L
2 G ..
4 Q G
5 C
5 D N
7 Z L

5,000 spitts Melbourne .

5,0041 .. II Ma mete ..
250 M, Mourne

.5,000 ;:r.',. Sydney .. ..
3,000 '.;,:- ,.e. Sydney ..
3,000 .  ..- Sydney .. ..
5,000 Queensland ..
5,000 :-.. s, S. Australia ..
1,000 5: Australia . t

3,000 Taainait ia off

6
ei

6
600
600
600

1,200
550
550

1,500

This is while local 3's are working. Good luck to
" P.W." Yours sincerely,

C. T. PERRIN.
P.S.-1 would welcome any correspondenee frOm

oversea hams.
Victoria, Australia.
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RADIO ON RAILWAYS.
A demonstration of wireless reception on a train wal recently given on
a run to Brighton and back, and in this short article some interesting

details concerning this are given.
By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

IN Canada and the U.S. and on the conti-
nent, where there arc many long- rail-
way journeys, radio on railways has

made great progress. 1 believe. for instance,
that every train running on the Canadian
National Railways has broadcast receiving
equipment . while in Germany it is possible
on some trains to call tip by telephone any
ordinary telephone Subscriber, the link
between the moving and fixed elements
being, of course, a radio one.

But in this country we have compara-
tively few realm long train routes ; it takes
but a matter of hours to traverse England in
any direction. And again, most of the
coaches used on British tracks are either
divided into a number of small and com-
pletely selt-contained compartments, or
into small sections opening on to connecting
corridors Only en the Underground systems
or in dining Pullmans do we find the one
large compartment which could be served
by one large loud speaker.

No Technical Difficulties.

Taking all the above facts into con-
sideration, it is doubtful whether the rail-
ways in this country ever can be con-
vinced that radio on their trains could be
either practical or even advantageous.

borne years ago an attempt. was made
to introduce luxury expresses" into
Great triitain, and for a time the Great
Western had trains running Carrying such
refinements as are to be found only on the
most modern of present-day trans -conti-
nental trains of the U.S. But, although
over here we have come to a general level of
comfortable travelling, there is now little
of the old " de luxe " aloe t. it.

Further, the new grouping system has
to a great extent reduced competition, and
the railways do not require to offer induce-
ments ro the travelling public. At least,
there is now little competition between the
railways themselves, but road traffic must

1

be proving itself an increasingly keen
competitor to the steam tracks.

Now would the installation of broadcast
receivers on trains prove economically worth
while ? This is the only angle at which our
railway chiefs would view the problem.

Personally, 1 think it would, even al-
though, as I have indicated, there are
many arguments against it.

From a technical point of view there are
no difficulties; this has been proved in other
countries and also in England. Quite
recently the writer was privileged to witness
a radio demonstration arranged by British
Brunswick, Ltd., on the Southern Railway.

Fred Murray and Eileen Perkes demonstrating the new Rhythm Step to music
supplied by a Panotrope on a Brighton express.

Popular Wireless, November 19th, 1927.

Pullman coaches attached to one of the
evening expresses running from Victoria to
Brighton were fitted with the necessary
gear, and the experiment proved to be quite
successful.

Complete Panotropes were also brought
into operation, and these, too, gave excel-
lent results. The Panotrope is an electrical
gramophone. Instead of having the usual
sound -box which directly operates a dia-
phragm, it employs what is known as an
electrical " pick-up."

This " pick-up ' transforms the " waves "
engraved on the waxen record into elec-
trical pulsations, and these are passed to a
valve amplifier. Subsequent to amplifica-
tion the energy is carried to a moving -coil
loud speaker.

Thus it will be seen that the Panotrope
is a gramophone peculiarly adapted to work
in conjunction with radio; and this was
effectively demonstrated upon the above -
mentioned occasion.
Very Successful.

The 5 X X Daventry station was picked up
on a super - hetero-
dyne receiver having
a frame aerial, and
the music delivered to
the Panotrope ampli-
fier for reproduction.
Every now and then
a gramophone *record
was. put on arid the
music projected from
the same speakers.

5'X X was chosen
for there was little
interference from the
train dynamos on this
wave -length. Recep-
tion laded oil its. the
train rushed through
stations and tunnels,
but otherwise maim
tamed a very excel-
lent evenness.

The Panotrope is a
fine instrument and
dealt faithfully with
both its mechanical
and electrical inputs.
And the music was
most enjoyable. It
formed a very
pleasant "back-
ground " at dinm,r.

ONE by one, many of our old wireless
theories have been discounted by
the searching investigations of radio

scientists. It is not so very long ago since
we were urged to adopt silver. connecting
wire for the wiring -up of our receivers,
and although the idea did not " catch on "
to any extent in this country, it certainly
had its disciples in America.

And, after all, the theory that tarnished
copper or brass wire lost mud' of their
conductivity was a very plausible one.
The " tarnish " coating which forms on
these metals after long exposure to the
atmosphere consists of layers of the low -
conductivity oxide or sulphide, and it
was very reasonable to suppose that high -
frequency currents, with their known
tendency to travel along the " skin " of
the metal, would find their progress im-
peded by the resistance of these oxide
coatings.

Now the oxide and other corrosion

1-1..40 111.1 1-.01*

*11-0-1 ...... 11. 0 1 .0-0..0-1 *

ANOTHER GHOST
LAID !

By A. J. BOYINGTON.

products of silver are usually only slightly
less conducting than the metal itself.
Thus, silver was suggested as a superior
media for making the necessary back -of -
panel connections in Wireless receivers,
for cat's -whiskers in crystal detectors, and
for various purposes where high -frequency
currents were being handled.

An Accidental Discovery,
But Dr. Roberts, of the University of

Kansas, has dispelled the illusion for us
by a discovery made quite accidentally
whilst he was pursuing another field of
investigation. He had set out to test a

reported discrepancy between text -book
theory and actual practice regarding the
resistance of copper wires to currents
in the neighbourhood of 10,000 kilocycles
(30 metres). Working at frequencies of
8,600 and 15,000 kilocycles, be tested
copper and silver wires of identical gauge
for the exact values of electrical resistance.

When precautions had been taken to
equalise the distribution of the current
in all parts of the loop of wire that was
being measured, the resistance values
found were sufficiently close to those
predicted by the theory to prove the text-
books correct. The incidental discovery
was that resistance curves run on bright
copper wire were found to coincide with
curves run on the same wire after it had
acquired a heavy coating of oxide.

Since these values are identical at
even such high frequencies, it appears that,
after all, we have been worrying un-
necessarily .over our tarnished wiring.
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CABINET

SUPER CONE
Cat. No. B.C. 1694. The
GECoPHONE Super
Cone Loud Speaker repre-
sents the nearest approach
to the ideal. It is fitted
with a large cone of
conoidal form operating
from a delicately balanced
armature. The cabinet is
of solid mahcigany.

PRICE

£8.8.O
CABINET

CONE
Cat. No. B.C. 1690. A
Most desirable loud
Speaker embodying both
quality of reproduction
and fine appearance. No
other instrument at the
price can reproduce with
such wonderful faithful-
ness, Solid mahogany
Cabinet.

PRICE

£6:0:0
Sold by all Wireless Dealers and Sfort.s.

LGECoPHONE
REGISTERED TRADE

A WET
LOUD SPEAKERS

MADE IN ENGLAND.

Write for a copy of the
illustrated GECoPH ONE
Loud Speaker Folder

-151(3, which contains
ful' particulars of the
complete, range of GECo-
PHONE Loud Sneakers.
POST FREE cu request.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House. Kingsway, London. W C2

BERITON  BERITONBERITON

( VOWVALVE

10,10RIND
tiettev results-- lower fila-
ment current used-longer
and more satisfactory service
-the lower price, all com-
bine to make the All -British
BERITON VALVE the
cheapest valve obtainable.
A 12 - Dull Emitter Valve at halt
price. A triumph of British design.
British organisation and produc-
tion of a huge scale, yet each
BERITON VALVE is individu-
ally made and tested.
The BERITON is an entirety new
invention being entirely NON-
MICROPHONIC and incorporat-
ing the latest features in valve
design ensuring greater clarity
and better reproduction with an
entire absence of " mush."

WE GUARANTEE
SATISFACTION
Refunding, money in full for
any Valve returned to us with-
in three days.
Buy direct and save money.

TYPE ICE. and 1,F."1.',
(Red Line) 2 -volt,
4 -volt arid 6 -volt .

16TYPE L.F. (Green
Line) 2 -volt, 4 -volt, I (Post
and It volt Frce.)
TYPE R.C., 2 -volt
and 4-v(Ut

TYPE POWER ft
(White Liue) 2 -volt, O' .-
4 -volt and 6-volt..(Post ['ice.,

)111111111111111MIMIMMMI

T3P. Anode Volts.
1%!. Voltage

Amplification
Factor.

R.A.C, A n.lde
Resistance

I I.F.,
L.F.,
Power,
H.F.,
L.F.,
Power,
If .F.,
L.F.,

2 -volt ..
2,volt ,

2 -volt ..
4 -volt ..
4 -volt .
4 -volt ..
6 -volt ..
6 -volt ..
6 -volt ..

0'1
0'1
0'25
0I

O'T 5
O'I

30-90
3o -too
6o -too
30-90
30-100
60 -too
30-90
60-100
90 -too

13

5

7'5

14.

8.5
5

Resistance Capacity :
2 -volt .. i imt 60-120 I 30
4 -volt.. i 60-120 40

R.C. 6-vo t to be issued shortly.

29,000
15,000

7,000
11,000
6,250
5,000

20,000
10,000
5,000

T20,000
8o,coo

Fill in the name of the Compan3P on all Postal Orders
and cross " cs'y Co."

Briton
MERCHANT MANUFACTURERS CO., LTD.,
20, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn Circus, London,

(Trade Engutrics Invited.) 'Phone CITY 1 tan.

BERITON-BERITON.BERITON-
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Apparatus
Tosto

Traciat3 ana manutacturers are invited to submit wireless sets ana components to the " P.W."
Technical Department for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W."
test -room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to note
that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased guide as to what to

buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR

A TRIPLE -GANG VARIABLE CONDENSER.
THAT very desirable feature of compact.

ness has certainly been achieved by
Messrs. RipenIts, of King's Road,

London, K.W.I., in their new lateral action
triple -gang condenser. The lateral action
movement of the Ripault variable condenser
seems to lend itself to ganging, indeed, it
appears to be ideal for the purpose. As the
name indicates, in this type of variable the
moving plates move laterally in and out of
the fixed plates. In this Ripault triple gang
the three variables arc mounted in line. The
moving vanes are linked together by two
ebonite bearers which slide along two com-
mon limners, a single and centrally -placed
cam movement supplying the necessary
action. The front plate is of metal and
provides the necessary shielding, while on
the back ebonite plate are three vernier
movements which can be independently
operated to give a complete balancing.

On the back plate are also seven terminals,
two each for the condenser units and one for the
front shielding metal panel. A slow motion
dial is fitted and the movement is excellent,
smooth and absolutely free from backlash
and harshness In general the design of this
triple gang is very good. It is, as we men-
tioned, compact and the movement is
mechanically efficient.' In some sets, where
ganging is desired, it is necessary to provide
shielding between the various sections of
the ganged condenser. The design of this
Ripault ganged condenser lends itself to
such shielding, and we recommend the
makers to consider the advisability of
incorporating such in some of their models.

AMPLION CONE LOUD SPEAKER.
Messrs. Graham Amplion Limited inform

us that during the recent Radio Exhibition
they received a considerable number of
inquiries from interested people as to why

two distinct types of Amplion cones have
been placed on the market, i.e. the
senior VT* models A.C.3, A.C.5, A.C.7,
and A.C.9. and the junior series A.C.1,
A.C.4, and A.C.4 M. Two different types
of units are also employed. Their explana-
tion of this is as follows, and we are sure
that all of our readers will find it most
interesting

"When visualising the market," they
state. " we, as manufacturers of loud
speakers only, have to bear in mind that
we have no knowledge specifically of the
type of set with which our instruments
will eventually be associated. Therefore,
we deoided to classify radio sets, from our
point of view roughly into two groups.
First of all, those sets giving ample volume
and' with probably plenty .of H.T. current
and with a super -power valve in the last
stage. To meet this class, the senior
models above enumerated were evolved,
and users will find that these will take
any amount of volume they care to put
in them. and probably far more than is
really needful.

"In other words. the special seamless
fabric diaphragm used in Amplion cones
and operated by the type of unit employed
in our senior models will nor -rattle when
driven by a powerful set of good design,
although loaded to a degree well in excess
of the requirements of 'the average user.

" In the other category is the man who
has an expensive two- or three -valve set
with probably only normal battery power
available. Here, the junior cones which
are very sensitive will give unqualified
satisfaction and a volume sufficient to fill

(Continued on page 618.)

7

This Winter's most
pleasant hobby

Why pay a high price for a Cone Loud Speaker when
you can make one just as efficient and attractive yourself.
and for a quarter the outlay ? A few hours spent on the
fascinating and easy task of constructing your own Cone
Speaker and you have an instrument which is equal in
performance to any that can be purchased But one
important point must be borne in mind. Six -Sixty Cone
Speaker Paper is the only Cone material which will guaran-
tee you that perfect reproduction which is so desirable A
very special material, the processes in its manufacture
ensure tonal qualities and purity unobtainable with any
other material.

The quality of Six -Sixty Cone Speaker paper may be
judged from the fact that it Is used In most of the well-
known American Cone Speakers. America is the country
which originated the Cone.. .

Made in two sizes. 12 in. diameter and to in. diameter,
Six -Sixty Cone Speaker paper is obtainable From all
Radio dealers, but in case of difficulty write direct to us.

Prices 2,6 and 316.
Brass Washers 3d. extra.

THE ELECTRON CO., LTD., Defy P
122-x24, Charing Cross Road. London. IV C.2.
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IGRANIC
Triple Wound

HONEYCOMB COIL

IG RAN IC
UNITUNE APERIODIC

FIXED COUPLER

Ideal Plug-in Inductance
For years Igranic Coils have been the standard by which
other coils have been iudged. The famous triple honey-
comb winding reduces the high frequency resistance and
self capacity to a minimum and at the same time provides
a very compact and robust coil for mounting on the
standard plug.
There is now an Igranic Triple Honeycomb Coil to meet
every requirement and for every circuit. If you arc
building a new set you will obtain the maximum
efficiency by using Igranic Triple Honeycomb Coils. If
you have an old set you can improve its efficiency
without alteration to the wiring by using the
Igranic Tapped Triple Honeycomb Coil for it is
mounted on a standard plug.

Triple Honeycomb Coil.
The standard Igranic Coil which
made the Triple Honeycomb
winding famous. Sizes L25 to
1-15oo. Prices 219 to 161.
Tapped Trinle Honeycomb

Coil.
Standard mounting. Centre and
aerial tapping taken to sockets
at side of plug. For all circuits
requiring tapped coils. Sizes r to
5. Prices 3/9. 4!3. 419. 5/6 and 6,3

Send for List
No. R67 nom

Unitune Aperiodic Fixed
Coupler.

For aperiodic aerial coupling.
Increases selectivity of any set
without alteration to wiring.
r50-500 metres. Price 4/6

Honeycomb H.F. Transformer.
For efficient H.F. coupling.
Tapped primary enables neutra-
lisation to be effected. Sizes r
to 4. Prices 6/, 6/9. liaand 10/.

It gives full
particulars.

149, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4
Works Bedford.

1GRANIC
Tapped Triple HONEYCOMB

INDUCTANCE COIL

GRANIC
HONEYCOMB

H.F. 1 RANSFORMER

AAAAAAAAAAAaiaAAAAAAA

NO CRYSTAL SET USER
SHOULD BE WITHOUT

NON -VALVE MAGNETIC

MICROPHONE

BAR AMPLIFIER

fitakmowne---i

I Patent No '58581'25.1

which operates a loud
speaker direct from any cry-
stal set up to six miles or
more (according to strength
of original reception) from
main Broadcasting Stations-;,
or makes weak reception
loud and clear in headphones
under any conditions. A
great boon to deaf persons. May
be used with small valve sets.

Works perfectly on one or t NV9

dry cells; no other aCCesF,ory,
rs421Lecl.

PRICE 341- POST FREE. Valves,

!Without Battery). Fra
H.T. Batteries.

gile Parts.
Every Amplifier Guaranteed. Distortion.
2 Dry Cells (lasting 3 months) 4' -
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER. A CHILD CAN ADJUST IT

Write to -day for illustrated literature, tree.
May be obtainer) from floor Defiler, or front

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees :

NEW WILSON ELECTAICAL MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd.
18, Fitzroy St., Euston Rd., London. W.1. Phone: Museum 8974.

50!-
complete
with two
rolls but
without
valves.
Marconi
Royalty
extra

Frownie 2-vsiver : Remember the name. Amazing loud -speaker clarity
within 30-35 tulles main B.B.C. StationSor 120 Miles Daventry. Brownie's
greaten thie See and -car it 5! ono, 'n; d radio retailer's.

2-VALVER
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (0.130

NELSON ST. WORKS, MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1.
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an ordinary -sized room without over-
straining the set or the speaker.

Summing up. therefore. the Amplion
range of cones provides the inexpensive
good-looking and exceedingly efficient
junior models for the .man who has little
to spend and the very handsome senior
cones which will give splendid reproduction
to the man with a set capable of giving
considerable output.

A CORRECTION.
In an advertisement which appeared in

our November 5th issue Messrs. H. Clarke &
Co. (Manchester). Ltd., state that their
" Pirtoid tubing is " . . . specified
as the former for use in the Cossor Melody
Maker.' " This should read: " Pirtoid is
eminently suitable for use in the Cossor
' Melody Maker.' "

ORPHEAN GEM LOUD SPEAKER.
The London Radio Mtg. Co., Ltd., of

Station Road, Merton Abbey, London,
S.W.19, recently sent us a sample of their
new Orphean Gem Loud Speaker. This is a
speaker of the horn type which, the makers
state, is almost full size. It is a gracefully
modelled speaker, and is finished in a dark
chocolate colour. Its base has four claw -
type legs and these are fitted with rubber
to prevent them scratching anything upon
which the tnstrument might be placed.
An arHistment device is provided beneath

the base, and on the side are two terminals,
one of which is bright red to indicate that it
is the positive connection.

The speaker stands nearly 1.9 inches in
height. am! the diameter of the Hare is about
nine inches. On test we found it to be quite
sensitive and it gave pleasing results for its
type when used with a tatrly powerful
receiver. On a straight Det.-L.F two-
valver. it gave sufficient valurne to fill a
moderately -sized room with, in the circum-
stances, not a great deal of coloration.
Its price is 30s., and it is the sort of loud
speaket that would give satisfaction to the
average constructor when used with the
average small type of receiver. It is interest-
ing to note that its various parts can be
purchased separately, the base can be
obtained for I2s. 6d., the stand for 2s. 6d.,
and the horn for 15s. It is very well made,
the base being mould-
ed and polished bake-
lite. Readers w h o
may be searching for
a cheap loud speaker
ate well advised to
hear this Orphean
Gem demonstrated at
their local wireless
store.

A RADIO
CYCLOPEDIA.

Frederick J. Drake
& Co., publishers, of
Chicago, recently sent
us a copy of Drake's
Radio Cyclopedia,- a
voluminous work
very adequately

covering the subject of radio from the
amateur and constructor's point of view.
Although American components and valves,
etc., are referred to throughout, the British
reader will find a great deal that is of
interest in the book. It Is excellent to have
it to hand tor reference purposes

A PATENTED CIRCUIT.
Messrs. E. K. Cole, Ltd , of the " Elmo"

Works, London Rossi Leigh -on -sea, inform
us that the circuit incorporated in the H T.
Unit, which is described and illustrated in
" P.W. " Blue Print No. 29, is covered by
their Patent No. 262567

THE UNIDYNE VALVE COMPANY.
The address of this concern is No. 1,

Charing Cross, London, W C., and not No. 6,
as given in their recent advertisement.

Capt. Plunge's Standard " Car Aetter III." which was tilted wit au
elaborate radio outfit (note the frame aerial), about to beat e the Hotel Europa

at Tarranona en route 'or Madrid.

treat
qour Valves

THE overburdening of Valves is
so common, that ele Ashley

Resistor method of prevention
when adopted, not only takes the
extra toad from the battery but
relieves the burden of anxiety on
the minds of those who may have
to foot the bill for replacements.
And similarly, each of the other
Ashley components perform their
various functions reliably in the
Home Set, so that nothing will
go amiss in the absence of the

person whose pet it
may happen to be.

Two fully descriptive leaflets
will be sent on request.

ASHLEY WIRELESS TELEPHONE Co.u925)Ltd.
Finch Place, London Road, LIVERPOOL

II your dealer
cannot supply

toe send
post free.co, 4

egteptkv
di

RESISTOR
AND BASE
2/6

State particulars of valve for
which Resistor is required
when ordering.

MULTIPLE
FIXED

CONDENSER

5/6

l5 various capacities
from the one unit.

R.C.C. UNIT

5/6

Neatest and most reliable
at lowest price obtainable.

GUARANTEED
COMPONENTS
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Rainbow Terminal
A new addition
to the Clix family

"Meets the
Needs of
Every
Lead."

YOU can't make any mistakes if you use Rainbow
Terminals. You connect by colour with every

lead wearing a neat identity ring corresponding in
colour to the terminal top.
Whilst CLIX Rainbow Terminals are primarily de-
signed for use with Pin Terminals, Spade or
both they will take any standard fitment of this kind.

In nine distinctive colours for every purpose

Complete Terminal with nuts, washer and
coloured identity ring for affixing to pin 5de

or spade connector. each.

CLIX
PARALLEL PLUG

Coloured Bushes and Identity Rings are also avail-
able for thiS extraordinarily useful fitment.

FOR H.T. BATTERIES
use CLIX Wander Plugs, but for Wet H.T. Batteries
use CLIX Parallel Plugs.

World Wide Patents.

LECTRO LINX LTD.
254, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., Westminster, S.W. 1
Telegrams: " Trolinx, Churton" Telephone: .iictoria 5:2o

RECUPERATING AGENT
IN THE

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES,

rHE proof of a Dry Battery
is the number of hours of

efficient service you can get out
of it for the money you spend.
We are confident of the result
if you rely on a Hellesen Dry
Battery for your H.T. Supply.
Get a smooth uniform H.T. Supply
at the minimum cost per hour from
a sealed genuine Hellesen H.T.
Battery with the quadruple insula-
tion and the No. 7 Recuperating
A gent.

60- volt "WIRIN " 12/6
99 -volt "WIRUP " 21/.

(Postage Extra.)
All types, voltages, etc., in Double and
Treble capacities for H.T. and L.T.
Supply. Ask your dealer for the type
to suit your set and get the maximum
service, or write us for full particulars.
Obtainable at all Radio, Electrical acd General Sores,

Harrods, Selfridges, etc., or direct fro;n

A. H. HUNT, Ltd. ( ), CROYDON. SURREY.
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RADIOT MAL
All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care trill be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be
addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John IL Lite,
Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

The constructional «rtwtes which appear from time to
,ime in this journal are the outcome of research and
experimental work, carried out with a view to improving
'he technique of wireless receivers. - As much -of the
information given in the columns of this paper concerns
he most recent developments in the radio world, some

of the arrangements and specialities described- may be
he subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the
railer would be well advised to obtain permission of

patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

ECONOMY AND SHORT WAVES.
" SRORT-WACE CONVERT" (Leamington.

War.).--" I heard a short-wave set working
round at a friend's house the other evening,

and I wan fascinated by its extraordinary
distance -getting properties. It was only
two-valver, and the American stations were
coining through far, far better than I have
ever managed on my own four-valver. I was
so fascinated by the whole thing that I have
decided to have a set of my own, hut, un-
fortunately, I am strictly limited as to
expenditure. With the amount that I am
prepared to spend I am unable to buy both
an H.F. choke and a good variable condenser.
Left over from a previous set I have a good
.0003 mfd. variable condenser with vernier,
which I thought would do for the reaction
circuit, but either I shall need to make my
own H.F. choke or else I shall have to get a
very cheap variable condenser for the aerial
circuit. Which is my best plan7-to buy a
really good variable condenser and to make
my own -H.F. choke, or should I be wise in
putting up with a little less expensive conden-
ser and purchasing a really first class H.F.
choke with the money so saved I "

We are glad that you raised this question, because
you might have spoilt the whole set through choosing
wrongly. For short-wave work it is absolutely -

essential to use a first-class variable condenser- for
tuning your grid circuit. Furthermore, it is necessary
to use a choke of low self -capacity, and as this
latter need have only a comparatively small induct-
ance it is quite possible to make a good H.F. choke
for a few shillings. You can wind this choke with
wire of fine gauge, say, 32 or 34 D.S.C. About an
ounce will he required and its fencer can be an
ordinary glass test tube, obtainable at any chemist's
for a few pence. About 100 turns of the wire should
be wound on the tube, and in order that each turn
shall be separated from the next turn, a thread about.
the same thickness of the wire should be wound on
at the same time. Each turn of wire will thus be
separated from the next by a thread, and when the
coil is finished the thread should lie removed leaving
a spaced winding. The test tube may easily be
mounted by means of a cork on whirls the tube
fits screwed on to the baseboard.

HAND CAPACITY WITH NEW CONDENSERS.
V. J. B. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).-" I have

just fitted. my three -valve set with a new
variable condenser for tuning the H.F.
transformer, and although it is geared and
gives very fine tuning I am in great difficulty
now with hand capacity, which formerly did
not trouble me. What is the best method of
overcoming this ? "

As the condenser. which you had in use before did
not -give the trouble, we suspect that the fault Hes
in your method of connecting the new one. Try the
effect of changing over the leads to this condenser,
and this will probably remove .the trouble. IF it
does not. examihe the neW wiring and see if any of
these leads can be taken further away from the panel,
so that when tuning the hand does not come so close
to them. We- should expect that you can ctire
the trouble in this way for evidently the circuit
itself is all right, since it gave good results before yes
fitted the new condenser.

WIRE FOR H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
P. T. W. (Freshwater, J. of Wight).-" 1

should like to experiment with Litz wire for
traitsfornners,- but I am told that it is almest
impossible to make a good -job of soldering tlik
wire to the coil connections. Having made zl

(Continued on page 622.)

Another Met -Vick Constructor Set
"Cosmos" (Met -Vick) 3 -Valve Daventry-
Local, Resistance Capacity Coupled

Set for home construction
"Phis is a neat, compact 3 -Valve receiver, easy to build, low in cost,
simple to operate, and excellent in performance.
It is fully described and illustrated in Booklet 7117/3 which contains
complete instructions for building, a dimensioned drilling template, and
wiring diagrams both pictorial and theoretical. The set embodies the

New A.N.P. (Astatic, Non -Parasitic) Coils, " Ccismos " Detector
Unit and the well-known " Cosmos " Coupling Units and
Shortpath Valves.
Ask your dealer for this Booklet, or, if you prefer, Booklet
7117/2, which describes a similar set for working off -the
electric light mains:

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.,
155, Charing Cross Road,

LONDON, W.C.2.
a

P 95
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1E300 A YEAR
FOR YOUR SPARE TIME !

Wonderful New Invention YOU can Make
and Sell under My Patent !

REALLY, genuinely, you can
make at home and in your

spare time a sum of extra money
up to £300 per year. The work is
of fascinating interest. It will
open up to you new ideas, now
vistas of money -making ; provide
many of those luxuries and
necessities which you have so
long wished for, and
give you occupation
just at those hours

fringemont or interference with
your market. Only one person in -

50,000 of the population is
allowed to manufacture under my
Royal Letters Patent, in order
to ensure unrestricted marketing.
Let me hear from you NOW before

somebody else is granted the licence
and the extra income that can so
easily become yours.

Simply forward the
coupon below and. by

IN lilt ultik,Aa Os 4.oVv DI await IOUwhen time is CAN DOUBLE YOUR INCOME. The work is a
apt to hang ydeoloigpile oTooeuh e:anyk eoerp.aotok rot

plant' orheavily 011 the machinery is needed A spare -room or even
hands. the kitchen table can serve as your profit

making " factory "-and the children canOthers are help too
doing this by
working my enormously successful
patents. Why not you Y It costs
you nothing to write for full par.
ticulars, and you can then see for
yOuraelf exactly what you can do.

My patents are in very great
demand in the field of wireless
and electricity-so much so that

I GUARANTEE
your profits, and (Luther guarantee
to protect you against any in -

return of post,
I will send you
every particular
with which you
may wish to be
acquainted. It
is . those who

seize opportunities who succeed.
Take this opportunity NOW.r

" MAKE -MONEY -AT-HOME "
COUPON.

 To THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO.,
113. King'. Lynn. Norfolk

scud me at once, and
FREE, full details as to how I can'
Make Money at Home in my spare

I time. I enclose 2d. stamp for postage. I
Print your /141/11.8 and address boldly 

I in capital letters on a plain sheet of I paper and pin this coupon to it.
p " Popular ll'iretess,"Nor.19th. 1927.
.m mem MOM MINI MIMI nos IM

ou mist /wee a
precision instrument

sharp tunins
Modern radio circuits call for critical tuning-critical
tuning demands precision condensers-precision con-
densers means Pye condensers for accuracy and reliability.
Pye Precision condensers are scientific instruments made
one at a time with great care. You need them to get
the best from your set.

PRICES -'coon, ococ, 'anal Mid. 17 6 each.
'ono; Mfd. 18'6
.00075 Mid. 22 6

Irrile for Mar:rated leaflets of PIE Receiver's a; Coaryorreats (past free).

W. G. 131 & C co . ,
" Granta Works," Montague Rd.;

CAL11/13311.ILTGr£.

MAKE YOUR OWN
CONE SPEAKER
with the New Wonder

NIGHTINGALE
Balanced Armature 15 flawCONE UNIT EACH

AS FITTED
TO OUR CABINET
CONE SPEAKER.

WONDERFUL RESULTS
ARE GUARANTEED.
There is no Loud Speaker yet made
that can equal this Unit with your

home-made Cone.
YOU'LL BE SURPRISED

zZsy'bczre31tere,le
cul. oils 42Torcle.1.11.1n cut.
e meat wood 16-x30' and

..ate w hole ritia meant..,
cot frit oat . Fix

st,tp to bowd 4.ortn.

Douse paper cone .ke.th
Luse paper edge Oar at,
fr.,r1.b5 fitted fo

2/ -^
BULLPHONE

DOUBLE
PAPER
CONE

extra.

TRADERS are invited to use (his unit for
the finest of all Demonstration Speakers.

111
BUY ON

DEPOSIT mr TER
NIGHTINGALE

CONCERT
SUPREME

BAKELITE
SM. Gown ,. Teat APIA

17 G' NIG,.

Sr, Moth. 145"

MAHOGANY

1%W/it:I'D race
,ROMM17AtuC
fit5CWANCE

SUPER
a! cash, or EASY TERMS
1."`"1_ 10 - deposit and 12

monthly payments of 5,-

DE LUXE
57/g cash, or 5/- deposit

and 12 monthly pay-
ments of

Write for Leaflets illustrating Cabinet COIse Speakers.
SEND DEPOSIT NOW --NO REFERENCES-SPEAKER BY RETURN.
Obtainable from. your !AMU! Dealer or direct from :-
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Plantations
and Panels.
3. From milky sap to pliable

rubber.

Now we know no more ate
milky fluid collected by the
native in the plantation.

It has set, junket -like, in Or
tanks. Now it is removed in
slabs and put through powerful
roller machines to express the
impure serum.

It is only the purest of the long,
thin sheets which result that are
selected for the manufacture of
Resiston Panels. The slightest
flaw-and it will never become
Resiston.

Look at a Resiston Panel.
Examine it closely. Not the
slightest impediment will you find,
marring its beautiful surface.
Nowhere a flaw to be seen pre-
judicing its great strength. For
every Resiston Panel is as near
perfect as it is possible to make it.
In insulation. In colour per-
manence. In dielectric constant.
Fit Resiston to your Set and know
that your panel is right. Ash
your Dealer-he knows.

Resiston Panels come in 13
'. stock sizes in black and Ma-
hogany -grained. From 6 in. x9 in.
in t lack, 3/5 to 8 in. x 30 in.
Mahogany -grained 19/-.

"24 hours Cut Panel Service"
Advt. American Hard Rubber Co., Ltd.. 23a, Fore St.

9964.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front page 620.)

dozen or more sets from P.W.' I have
attained quite a considerable skill in soldering,
so I should like to try my luck with the
Litz, unless you think the satisfactory making -

of a coil with such Wire is a hopeless job,
except for the expert "

We think that in view of your experience in the
past yon would be able to make quite a success of the
Litz wire soldering. The reason that Litz has given
such unsatisfactory results in the past is that for a
long time the only kind of Litz on sale for wireless
purposes Was that with enamel for insulation. As
the wire is very tine and the enamel has to be removed
before soldering, it is very difficult to make a success
of the task using this wire. But now it is possible to
buy silk covered Litz, and if great care is used It is
not at all difficult to strip the silk from each strand of
the wire and then to tin and solder the wires in turn.

WHAT IS WRONG?

The above diagram is supposed to represent
the connections of a crystal set and low -
frequency amplifier, for receiving 5 X X or
the local station ; but it is wrong, and the set
would not work properly.

Next week the correct diagram will be
given, and to test your skill we shall continue
to publish every week a diagram .in which a
mistake (or mistakes) has been inserted. The
correction will be published the following
week, and the series will work up from a simple
crystal set to multi-valvers.

No prizes are offered, but by following this
series and trying to solve the problems week
by week the reader cannot fail to learn a lot
about radio circuits.

It is most important that not one strand of the
wire should be broken, otherwise the efficiency of
the coil will suffer considerably.

THE REACTION. CONDENSER.
W. N. (Leatherhertd, Surrey).-" I am

getting the components together to build up
the 'Standard' two -valve set described in
POPULAR WfnELESS Blue Print No. 31.
Would it be possible fur me to use a '00025
mfd. variable condenser for reaction instead
of the '0002 mfd given in the lint of com-
ponents "

Yes, in the circumstances there is no reason why
you should not use the '00025 mfd. instead of the
'0002 mfd. The only difference in operation will be
that you will require a slightly, smaller coil for
reaction than would otherwise be the case."

AN ACCULIULATOR MISHAP.
B. J. (London, E.11).-" Can you tell me

what is wrong with my accumulator I can
get no satisfaction from the people who charge
it, and as I rather think that they have spoilt
it, I shall he glad of your opinion. It is a
6 -volt 30 -actual capacity, of the type which
is made up in three separate 2 -volt units.
As I sometimes use 2 -volt valves, I fre-
quently disconnect the straps between the

separate cells and use only one unit at e time,
or two of them in parallel. This had been.
done the last time I used it, so that the
last time it was taken to the shop it is quite
likely that -the cells were not connected together.
When I collected the accumulator they told
me that the connecting straps had not been
brought with it, so I took it home in separate
units, and started-to' connect it up there. It
happened that I: was again using 11volt
valves, so - I started to connect the different
cells up in parallel, but when I connected the
positive of one cell to the positive of the next
a heavy spark occurred, so I took the connect-
ing bar off again. A moment's further thought
convinced me that no spark should have
occurred when two cells of the same polarity
were connected together, so I thciight I must
have been mistaken, and tried to connect the
negative of the first cell to the negative of the
next. This time there was no doubt whatever.
A large spark took place directly the two
negatives were connected together. The
spark is so big that I am certain it i' quite
unwise to connect the two together, and I ant
wondering whatever can be the cause of it.
and what I shall do to overcome the difficulty?"

From your description we are afraid that the cell
has been charged backwards. That is to say, that
its polarity has been reversed by careless charging.
Probably what happened was that when charging
the central cell was turned round so that its negative
was placed where its positive should have been. The
consequence was, that when the heavy , charging
current passed through the three cells the centre one
which was connected wrongly was ranitlly discharged,
and then charged in the opposite direction by the
current which continued to flow. Consequently.
the pole of it, which should be positive and which is
marked positive, is prObably much more negative
than the other pole. We should take it back to the
charging shop, explain, and if necessary demonstrate
what happens when two cells are connected in
parallel, and ask the dealer if he will make good the
damage ?

A LONG RANGE SET FOR WEST AFRICA.
It. E. (Ilford).-" I have taken up a

position with a bank in West Africa, and as I
shall he a long way from home I should like to
take a wireless set out to hear some news of
the old country occasionally I understand
that I shall have no difficulty in getting a good
supply of electricity out there, but I should
like to take out the .simplest set possible as
I ant not very skilled in the use of wireless
apparatus. What sort of set do you re-
commend ? "

For use in such circumstances there is certainly
nothing so good as a short-wave receiver. With a
set of this kind only two valves are necessary and
yet extraordinary distanceS are covered, and your
should be able to receive America, and the Dutch
concerts from P C J J, as well as concerts from the
old country. At the present, time the B.B.C. is
erecting a short-wave experimental transmitting
station at Chelmsford, and probably tests from this
station will be heard before the end of this year. In
the meantime very good programmes are being
sent out by Mr. Gerald Marcusc from his station at
Caterham, Surrey, 2 N M, and we believe he has
already been picked up with great success in West
Africa as well as in Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and other distant parts. Simple short-wave
receiving sets are already on the market. or if you
would prefer to make your own you can choose from
the variety which from time to. time have been
described in POPULAR %VICELESS. " Moderns wTireless."
or " The. Wireless Constructor."

A SHARP TUNING CRYSTAL SET.
F. W. (Watford).-" I ant going to make

a crystal set for a lady who lives at St. Albans,
but she tells me that crystal sets in that
neighbourhood are not generally successful,
because very often the programmes from
London and the programmes front Daventry
can both be heard at the same time. Surely
this is not an insuperable difficulty, and I
should be very glad of particulars of a good
set that will get either programme at will."

You will find details of a suitable and easily
constructed set on the " I'.W." Mae Print No. 33.
This little receiver is quite easy to make, and the
tuning is so sharp that the set has been called The
" Knife-edge " Crystal Set, As there is quite is

big difference between the wave -length of London
(Continued) on page 624.)
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Judge
by result

B. 210H
R C. Is tr.F.
Fit. Volts... 2
}IL Amps 0.10
Man H. T. V. 150

10s. 6d. -

B. 2101-
G. ,:erai Tulo:e
Fit. Volts 2
FA. Amps 0.10
Alas H.T. V. 120

10s. 6d,
B.215P

:P ocr
..4 fj.i io

iii. Volts 2

Alas H.T. V. 12.0

12s. 6d.
The aboly prices
ar a p.'icabl, in
C.. and
:kir( a..a' only.

THE B.T. H. Nickel Filament
Valve has a longer fit amet it and
a greater emission than any

other 2 -volt valve
As a result, the new valve gives better
performance for a longer i criod.

This new valve offers the line of
least resistance to good reception. It
de ects without loss nd amplifies
without distortion. It is the very ace
of valves.

NVhatever 2 -volt valves you may be
using at present, you can be sure of
i proved results by changing o er
to B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves.
You need not take our word for t' is.
Try them your -elf. You will be
amazed at the improvement in volu 'Le
and qu lity.
Judged by rests is B.T.H. Nickel Fila-
ment Valves are superior Li all other
2 -volt Valves.

\NICKEL FILAMENT\ i

\\/0/10V116. '11r/
Male at Rugby in the Mazda Lamp Works

Tit Bm Ltd

irt
MT-

E'ire

HIGH TENSION HAIM
ELIMINATORS
The convenience of obtaining HIGH TENSION
SUPPLY STRAIGHT OFF THE MAINS,
where electric light is available, nas created
a wide demand for High Tension Battery
Eliminators
The Efesca Junior (illustrated), for direct cur-
rent, incorporates a feature not usually found
in low-priced instruments in the provision of
Grid Bias, which not only clarifies reception,
but suppresses the commutator noises from the
generating station usually experienced. It is
guaranteed to give satisfactory results when
used with sets employing up to 35/
three valves. Price

PENN MODEL N° I
Dimensions, 12 by 7 by 4i in.
Direct Current suitable for up

to five valves.
Contained in polished oak case,
with three positive -tappings-
one variable yo to 75 volts, for
H.F. and detector valves, and

two lined at go and t 20 volts, for L.F. nod power valves, incor-
porating negative grid bias tappings -
at a. 4, 6, and S volts. rice E4 10s.

EFESCA
ALL WAVE

REGENERATIVE
AERIAL
TUNER

65 TEACH

EFESCA
VA RIFORM L.F.
TRANSFORMER

WITH FOUR
INTERCHANGEABLE

PRIMARY 25/,..,
BOBBINS-

.......... CLIC0 ...... OacO. ...... o.o;samoCTO3

1Vrite for complete Catalogue 01 Elesta Can:Ponz;:t.s,

FALK, STADELMANN ,CD., LTD.,
Efesca Electrical

83/93. Farringdon Road. London, E.C.1.
Aftd

Glasgow. Manchester, Litmihautm, Dutlia, Neu:cat/LI, Card: U.
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YOU
DO NOT
MEASURE
SERVICE
BY
INCHES
NOR IS
BEAUTY
RECKONED
BY RULE
BUT
YOU
BUY LIFELONG
SERVICE AND
PERMANENT
BEAUTY
IN EVERY
SQUARE
INCH
OF -

ItrtBrEirr
THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

Trolite panels are distinctive and
can be obtained in the following
varieties of beautiful finishes :
(1) Black Polished ; (2) Mahogany
Polished ; (3) Walnut Polished ;
(4) Wavy Design ; (5) Cube Design.

PRICES, per square inch :

Mahogany Cube
Polished Black Walnut Wavy

in. .. rgcl. ," in. ..
,in. Z d. I in. .. id.

Ask your dealer to show you
samples of Trolite. If you
have any difficulty in obtain-
ing, write direct to the
makers and send the name

your nearest Radio Store.

F. A. HUGHES & Co., Limited
204-206, Great Portland St., W.1
Fclephone: Museum 6630 (3 lines)
Lelegrams: Distancing, 1Vesdo, Lciubn :
Manchester Office: 185, Princess Street :

Telephone: City 3369.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 622.)

and the wave -length of the Daventry station (5 G 11)
it will be quite easy to separate the two programmes
with a sharp -tuning receiver of this description.

SPARKING IN H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATOR.
D. .1. (Wimbledon, S.W.19).-" When I

bought this house, some months ago, I took
over with it an H.T. battery eliminator of
rather unusual type, which had been used
previously by the man who was living here.
It consists of rectifying cells containing lead
and tantalum, and it has been giving a
perfect H.T. supply until recently, when I
bought a large super -power valve to replace
one of the ordinary power type. Since then
there seems to be a tendency for sparking, .
and the liquid in the cells sprays about a
little. (As the liquid there appears to ho pure

A ONE -VALVE REFLEX SET.

The correct connections for a one -valve
reflex set, with parallel aerial tuning, are given
above.

In the " What is Wrong ? " diagram last
week the crystal detector was shown con-
nected across the anode coil, with the low -
frequency transformer primary in series with
the anode condenser. Another serious fault
was the connecting of the aerial tuning con-
denser to filament side, instead of to the
earthed side, of the .0002 condenser with its
leads from the low -frequency transformer
secondary.

sulphuric acid this is very undesirable !)
Is there any simple way ot overcoming the
difficulty ?

In such cases a satisfactory cure can generally be
obtained by the use of relined paraffin as used for
medicine. A little of this should be inserted into
each cell so that it floats upon the top of the liquid hi
a layer about half an inch thick, and this generally
stops sparking and spraying.

LOUD -SPEAKER RESONANCE.
" LOUDSPEAKER " (London).-" I have dis-

covered a fault in my loud speaker which
cannot be attributed to either its makers
Or to the receives-, and having seen no mention
of a similar experience in POPULAR WIRELESS,
I should like to bring the matter to the
notice of others. My loud speaker is a
horn type of well-known make. The
trouble is that when 6 certain note is played
or sung it comes through very harsh and
tinny This is particularly noticeable when
the note is sung by a soprano or played by a
wood -wind instrument. I have ascertained

(Continued on page 626.)

DIX-ON EMETERS
are the best Bargain ever
offered to Radio users.
£10 worth of precision,
Multi -range Mirror scale,
Jewelled knife-edge 55,_
Instrument for
Have you a copy of the
"CATALOGUE THAT
SAVES YOU POUNDS" ?

STOCK OF ELECTRICAL
WE HAVE A.WONDERFUL ,::.: :,::.

APPARATUS
Dynamos, 50,-. Alternators, 70,-. Labinet Violins
Loud Speakers. 251, Weston Relays, 25.-. Gyro,
scopes, 151-. Micro -Ammeters to I's micro -amp
60,-. Fire -side Auto.-Fila Switches, 10/. 5 15/,
X -Ray Tubes and Coils cheap Frame Aerials
10'.. I -I T. Eliminators. 30;-. 3.1" Paxolin
Tubes, 6d. C.P 0 Galvos, 7'6. Marconi Valve
Crystal Sets, 27/6; 2 -Valve, 45., Sterling
3 -Valve. E5 leg. 0d. 5 -Valve R.A.F . £5. 6 -Valve
Marconi, £14.

ELEC RADIX RADIOS for EverythIng
Send your enquaws and 4d. tow (l'astrated Cctalogue,

or call at our showrooms,
218, Upper Chames Street, E.C.4.

lilt PaCteite 1 WEI 11.1'.
Assured with our new Insulating Liner, Jars, 1/3
doz, plain ; 1,6 doz. waxed ; Special Zincs, 1,- doz. :
high -Capacity Sacs, 1,6 doz.; Perforated Liners. 4d.
doz. Post Free on three dozen Units and over, in-
cluding special divided carton suitable as a container.
Seudtd toreampie complete unit. partieu taro andinstrue
tlOnS We stools Seamless Moulded Cone Parts

Telephones and Loud Speakers re -wound
SPENCERS STORES Liu.

i-a MASON'S AVENUE, COLEMAN ST LONDON. E C.2 -
'.hone London Wall ,^ai Nr rank.

illIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllll
3551 MARK ' KED DIAMOND"

111E RECOGNISED DETECTOR
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
,Cv TAI. 0ECTIF !CATION.

. . z.
shteto toe same, Oil.

By Insured Post 213 Or 2,9 with shield:
Can be mounted on brackets or through
panet. Once set always ready. Not aflected
by vibration. Each one is tested on broad-
cast before despatch, and is pertect. -0: all
high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Makers :-
JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,

Radio Dept. 46). 21-22. Gt. Sutton St., ...ONDON E.C.1.

r"MELoDY

M - KER" COILS---
Newimproped model, complete with stand and fixing

screws Two -hole fixing.
Posi 7 6 fr.,:

KNIGHT & CO., 6. Chapel Street, London, E.C.2
Phone -lerkenwell .171`

JYAWHITELII4E VALVE HOLDER.
-Adopted by the most
critical of set designers.

0i:04k:tow 213
111R*11:11:101:111,33:14:iitiC110

PRAM 0 v-.4

Gil LO GUESITEE
FULLY ILLUSTRATED

CONTAINING
OVER 20000MPONENTS
WHICH ARE OBTAINABLE

FROM ALL THE BEST DEALERS

\'x
-cveULGirxr c,

RADIO MANUFACTURERS °
940 41 CURSITOR ST, LONDON.I.C.4
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LEWCOS are
Six -Pin Coils
specified in
"RADIO

FOR THE
MILLION."

THE GUARANTEE OF THE
PERFECT TERMINAL

V Patent.
THE BEST DESIGNED TERMINAL IN THE WORLD.
Every Type "B" Belling -Lee terminal is packed in an
attractive carton with a printed one year's guarantee
and instructions for mounting.
Non -rotating name. Bakelite insulated. Highly finished. PRICE 9d. EACH
Also TYPE "M " Nickel -plated metal with non -rotating name,

PRICE 6d. EACH
BOTH TYPES SUPPLIED IN 30 DIFFERENT ENGRAVINGS.
()bra o out all Dealers, but 211 case of dIllicultv send Jour ord.:r to us,

..au, Ocatcr', ;In

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS

& Lee Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex,

QU4L/71,11,?.

ikt
p,s0NABLE pRi

Ces

No money and no pains have been
spared to make Hydra Condensers
=` the Zenith of Quality " yet owing to
modern methods of manufacture and
a great demand the prices are exceedingly
reasonable. Aren't they ?-

Prices : Tested on 500 volts D.C.
1 mfd., 2,'6 2 mfd., 3/6 4 mfd., 5 3

Prices Tested on 750 volts D.C.
equal to 500 volts A.C.

1 mfd., 3/- 2 mfd., 4,'. 4 mfd., 6,9

Inquire for prices of Condensers
tested at 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 and
c,003 volts D.C.

Front all good dealers -or dried from

LOUIS HOLZMAN
34, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Tel,:phone : Holborn (3209.

Testsprove that LEWCOS
six -pin coils have lower
H.F. resistance. Use them
wherever six -pin coils

are specified.
All radio dealers stock, or can obtain,

LEWCOS six -pin Coils for you.

si%pin Coils
The

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LTD.,
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I.
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THE SET OF THE SEASON!

-THE FAMOUS
COSSOR

"MELODY MAKER'
TEE

"Melody Maker" is simplicity to
a wonderful degree.. Anyone can

operate it-without previous experience..
its range comprises most British and
Coritinental stations.

Price - £10 0 0
(Royalties 11 17 6 extra)

Alt accessories in stock.

If you would rather
build it-get your parts

from us.
Here are a few items :

Red Triangle Panel, Polished and s.
Matt back, 21 X 7 X4. Drilled free 9 6

Red Triangle Terminal Strip,
21 X 1 X I, Drilled Free. - 2 3
Engraved 2/I extra

x gin. Pertinax Tube - 2 9
z Reels wire for winding Green Silk 3 6
Complete Coils ready wound - 7 6
Polished Oak Cabinet as specified 30 0
Baseboard - - - - - 2 0

Everything from stock.

KEYSTONE COMPONENTS
"Midget" Reaction Condenser.

[deal where a
small capacity
condenser is re.
(mired. Alumin-
ium shield pre-
vents hand
capacity effects,
and special
taper bear -
Mg gives
smooth
movement.
Backed by
usual Key-
stone gua-
rantee Price 5/6

"Keystane" Neutralising
Condenser

Used in all the popular circuits this
season. these condensers have
been designed by experts, and
they are suitable for neutralising
the electrode capacities for all
types of valves. Very low

minimum " capacity,
The wide spacing 01
the vanes renders
accidental "shorting'
impossible. Very well
made iron) best
quality material sal
beautifully finished.
Board mounting 5,'.
Panel mounting 6/3

Send - al Illustrated Catalogue ''11." describing
these and many -other components.

PETO-SCOTf Co., Ltd.,
77, City oad, E.C.1.
Branches: -62 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

4 Manchester St.. Liverpool.
S2goey

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 621.)

that the trouble occurt on this note only,
viz, top F sharp. The lima of the' loud speaker
is ebonite and the flare is of metal, so that
the cause appears to be that the flare conduct-
ing the note F sharp vibrates when the
note is sounded by either soprano or wood-
wind. Other voices or instruments do not
give the same effect. I have found that
gripping the flare with the thumb and finger
prevents the vibration, and a small spring
Clip permanently fixed on a rib of the flare

011111110110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111011111G

"P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is Your Set "Going Good" ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoilinr,° your radio
reception ?-Or one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster, than
formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the 'Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped to
assist our readers, and offers an un-
rivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., "Popular
Wireless." Fleetway House, Farringdori
Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do: On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you,
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what in-
formation wo require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.

ill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111116ii

prevents any recurrence of the trouble.
Do other loud speakers suffer from the same
trouble ? "

You have undoubtedly diagnosed the trouble
correctly, the fault being resonance. A great deal
of the tinny sound which one bears from small metal
loud speakers is due, undoubtedly, to thelr_tendency
to vibrate at their own frequency. To overcome
this difficulty the Rice -Kellogg and similar types
of loud speakers have been developed. Such instru-
ments have practically no " natural " resonance
at all, and consequently there is no tendency for
them to vibrate, and they give a perfectly faithful
reproduction of the music or speech fed to them
from the output of the receiver.

*

*

A SEA -GOING
SCOTLAND YARD.

EACH year sees wireless playing a greater
part in the detection of crime, especi-
ally at sea. Great ocean liners crammed

with people of the wealthiest class are
glittering baits hung before the criminal
eyes of international crookdom. Few
passengers have any idea of the steps taken
by steamship companies to safeguard the
lives and valuables of the temporary popula-
tion of their floating cities. In the issue
of "The Weekly Telegraph," on sale
November 19th, Mr. George W. Greenland
tells of the important work and duties of
the men who form what he calls the Scot-
land Yard department- of our great liners.

Le 1110ME firyour
Sep-

OUR STANDARD
CABINETS

are DUSTPROOF and
house the whole appara
tus, leaving no parts to
be interfered with. Beau-
tiful in Design and Finish.
mane on mass production
lines, hence the low price
Provision is made to take
panels up to 30" and base-
board 20" deep. Special
Cabinets for the Soiodyne, MODEL D.'
New Family Four, Long
Range Five, " 41.1V." Prom : 15 : 0
Five, A " Three " for
the New Valve, All -British Six, etc., now ready.

Write for full particulars Fare.-
MAKERIMPORT

(Dept. 5) 50a, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES.
New Prices : Jars, 113. Saes, 112. 'Lines, lid.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and
electrolyte, 4)3, post 9d. Sample unit, 6d. 16
page booklet free. Bargain list free. AMPLIFIERS:
1 -valve, 19/-: 2 -valve, 301.. 2 -calve ALL -STATION
SET, £4.- P. TAYLOR 57. Studley Rd. LONDON S.W

FREE
with 'VVADCO VALVES
For a limited period only we are giving away
a Orid Leak FREE with every Wade° Valve.

TYPES AND PRICES

T eyp Fil.-Volts
Fil.

Amps. Use Price

D.22 2 -o6 G.P. 7 6
D.24. 2 I Power 9 6
D.42 4 .06 G.P. 7 6
D.44 4 '25 Power 9 6
D.45 4 25 Super Power 11 6
D.62 6 e G.P. 7 6
D.64 6 .3 Power 9.6
D.65 6 25 Super Power 11;6

All iVadca Valves are made of the finest
materials throughout by skilled workmen
Although our prices are much lower than
those usually charged for a valve of equa
quality, every one is fully GUARANTEED

Beyond our free offer you can save from
3;-- to 816 by using Wadco Valves.

Send for one to -day. Enquiries invited from
the Trade.

W. A. DAVIS & CO.,
10, CLOTH MARKET, NEWCASTLE -ON -TIRE

COMPLETE SETS, LOUD SPEAKERS,

be quoted by

COMPONATS, tc. ESS
Send list of requirements. and

eturn.
W11111005best monthly terms will

offizAce DA British
os

Best
British Batteries.

ON EAS
60-v. 8r-, 108-v.

GREAT TOWER STREET. LONDON. E .3
THE P,D.P. COMPANY

HEADPHONES H Et -At R&D
Rewound and re -magnetised 4!- per pais Load
Speakers repaired Transformers rewound 5 -
each. All work guaranteed and tested before del ,eryWrite for Trade Prices. 'Phone Clerk 1796MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., Ni..

W & M WIRELESS CO. LTD.
Antiphonie Valve Holders, 1/.. LOU-MID-LINE
Variables, -0003, 41.; -00d5, 4)3. Two -seep Back
of Panel Coil Holder, 313. Vernier Dial, Ratio 260
to 1, 5/9. L.F. Transformers, 1 to 5 or 1 to 3,4/, VALVES from 416.
Orders 51- and over Past Free. Under 51- add Da.
per 11- for packing and postage. Cash ivith. order.

LOWEST hb.).£1 i0 Lit Et. YT6IN w L...ELISS
Send stamped addressed envelope for Free List.

531, FOREST RD., WALTHANIST001 LONDOti, t.17

COILS FOR COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

Wound to
Specification 7/6 each Postage Immed

6d. trexa ByteDeliv

Time J.R. WIRELESS
6-S, Rosebery Avenue, E.C. I.

'Phone : Cledienwen 9515.
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-Se?

tyle
In the'wireless cabinets of
V. C. Bond are combined all
the knowledge of wireless
experts with the crafts-
manship of experienced
workmen. They are stylish
because of their careful
design and efficient because
of their sound construction.
If the cabinet you need is
not illustrated in our free
list we can make one to
your special order.

V C BOND 6.SON(

This combined bedroom
chair and trouser press.
another V. C. Bond pro-
duction, is the symbol of
silent service. It is both an
artistic piece of furniture
and an unobtrusive servant.
For free illustrated par-
ticulars of cabinets and
chairs write or 'phone to

Actual Manufacturers :

61, he Grove, Mare street,
HACKNEY. LONDON. E.8.

Phone .7.1issold
VeeCeeBee Rack London

EASE

OF

TUNING

J.B. True Tuning
S.L.F.

The I.E. True Tuning S.L.F. gives the wide wave -length range and
overlap of a normal condenser with the ease of tuning usually
associated with condensers of much lower capacity. This is a
notable achievement in condenser design, which has only been
attained after much research.

As the majority of stations works on frequencies between 500
and 1,000 Kilocycles, the J.B. True Tuning S.L.F. is arranged to
give greater variation on the high frequencies. This means that
the whole of the scale is being used to the best possible advantage.
The J.B., S.L.F. models are the high water mark in S.L.F. design.
Prices J.B., S.L.F. Slow Motion (True Tuning S.L.F.) Double
Reduction Friction Drive, Ratio 60-I. Complete with 2 -in. Bakelite Knob
for Slaw Motion device and 4 -in. Bokeliie Dial for coarse tuning. '0005
mg., 16,6 ; '00035 mid., 15'6 ; .00025 mid., 15t- ; For Short Wave
Receivers,' 00015 mid., 15,- ; J.B., S.L.F. '0005 mfd.,1 1 /6 ; '00035 mid.,
10,6 '00025 mid., 10; - ; For Short Wave Receivers '00015 mid.. 1 4:1; -

Write for full particulars of Logarithmic and Neutralising Models.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST
LONDON - W.1.

Uelnphorm:-
GERRARD 7414

f
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All order, for these Blue Prints should be sent direct so the
-es
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INVALUABLE TO EVERY AMATEUR & CONSTRUCTOR

"POPULAR WIRELESS" BLUE
of Tested Circuits

The following is a list of the "P.W." 6d. Blue Prints for
P.W. BLUE PRINT
Number

1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. UNIDYNE DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
3 1 -VALVE L.F AMPLIFIER.
4 CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL WITH REACTION.
6. H.F AND CRYSTAL (Transformer Coupled, without

Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Tuned Anode).
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR (Em-

ploying H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling, with

Reaction on Anode).
10. H.F AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with

Reaction).
11 DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out L.F. Valve).
12. DETECTOR AND L.F. UNIDYNE (with Switch to Cut

Out L.F Valve).
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer Coupled, with

Switch to Cut Out Last Valve).
15. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer -Resistance

Coupled, with Switch for Cutting Out Last Valve)

" POPULAR WIRELESS "

PRINTS
Constructors in stock showing the different circuits available.

P.W. BLUE PRINT
Number
16. H.F. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.

(with Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS

(with Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR with

1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. H.F. DETECTOR AND L.F. (with Switch to Cut Out

the Last Valve).
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver

employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non -Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. 2 -VALVE REINARTZ (Det. and L.F.).
26. A STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F. Del., and 2 L.F.

with Switching).
27. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 4-VALVER (2 H.F., Det.,

and L.F.).
28. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F.. Det.,

and 3 L.F ).

BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
Popular Wireless" Queries Department, Fleetway House Fairingdon

Street London E C.4 enclosing a stamped addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue Print Or.lered.
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is.

QUALITY
CONDENSERS
INCORPORATING THE FINcST
POSI I IVE SLOW MOTION

DEVICE YET PRODUCED.

SLOW MOTION ST AI HT LINE FREQUENCY

Beautifully designed, this Condenser
is an ideal instrument for use in any
type of Receiver which calls for pre-
cision. Supplied with an attractive
bronze scale richly engraved, adding

to the appearance of your set.
A masterly piece of workmanship.

PRICES
'0005

:1
7

'0003 .. 16 -
'0002 1 S'6

,1\\\\'iIIS.L.T.
SLOW MOTION STRA CUT LINE TUNING

Experts are unanimous in their opinion
that this is the best S.L.T. Condenser
Yet offered the public. The -Slow Motion
device (as on the S.L.F. Condenser
shown above) is highly efficient. Special
cone and floating ball race bearings
carry the Rotor, ideal for Broadcast
short-wave work. One -bolo fixing.

PRICES ;
0005, 13/- -0003, 1216;

-eon, 1.2/-.
Triple (rotors electrically separated) ;

0005, 501.; .0003, 48/6.

ILAWINU4[11
807411/1 h

5 1 I AMU
" LA Al P -LOO"

S. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.
King's Road, Tyseley.

BIRMINGHAM.
Distributors for London and
Southern Counties-G. C. Shore
& Co., 28, Newman St., oxford
St., London, W.I.

SEND FOR LISTS.

*4.    - .

THE
OPERATING

*

THE first point to consider when we
come to the working of the set is
obviously the type of detector valve

to use (the second valve can be any
L.F. or small power type). What is
wanted is a valve of a freely oscillating
type which is also a good detector, and
the modern special H.F. valves will be
found to satisfy these requirements very
well for the most part. Here are a few
examples : P.M.5X., B.4H., D.E.L-.610,
C ossor 610H.F., S.S.6075H.F., etc.

H.T. Adjustment.
The H.T. voltage on the detector must

be adjusted by trial, and will be found in
most cases to be rather higher than one is
used to on the broadcast band. This is
because there are usually several patches
on the tuning range of a short-wave where
it is a little difficult to get enough reaction,
and a fair amount of H.T. is needed to over-
come the trouble. Further, of course, the
H.T. and L.T. must be adjusted to give
smooth reaction effects, and in this you
will find the potentiometer on the base-
board very useful. This is a special feature
of the "Sydney " Two, and is a great help
in getting rid of the annoying trouble called
" threshold howl," which afflicts so many
short-wave sets. It takes the form of a
nasty little squawk just as the set goes into
oscillation, and makes it a very difficult
and ear -aching business to get the receiver
adjusted to the proper point on the verge
of oscillation (for telephony reception, of
course).

Searehing.
Once the detector valve is functioning

properly there is little to do except to re-
volve the tuning dial very carefully and
slowly, keeping the set just oscillating with
the reaction condenser, until you pick up
a carrier wave. Then bring back the re-
action until oscillation just dies out, very
carefully and delicately re -adjusting the
tuning all the while. A little practice will
be needed in handling these controls, and
in learning to allow for the slight hand -
capacity effects which are almost inevitable
on the shorter waves. By the way, if you
find body -capacity really very troublesome
(this may occur with some pairs of 'phones)
connect up a fixed condenser of -001 mfd.
across the 'phone terminals. -

The only other operating point concerns
the aerial tap, and this again must be ad-
justed by trial on each station picked up.
As a general guide it .may be stated that on
stations coming on the upper half of the
condenser dial the tap will be somewhere
near the middle of the coil, while for those
near the lower end of the scale it should be
only about two or three turns from the
right-hand end. With these adjustments
and the particular type of, tuning condenser
and vernier dial mentioned in the list
of components, K D K A should be' then
found between 60 and .70 degrees on the
dial, and Sydney between 10 and 20 degrees,
assuming an aerial of medium size. For
K D K A the "grid " elip will be on the
left hand end of the coil, and for Sydney
on the fifth turn from the right.

DEAD

Patent

BETTER

All
from

I o,000
ohms
Advert.

SILENT!!!

GRAHAM,-

, 01t°

OhmitE
RESISTANCES

Even if you need
milliamperes we positively
tee these newAnode
be absolfitely silent,

THAN
because : - They
sealed in a Bakelite
made under a new process-they
not vary even if you
or connect them across
mains.

Get them at your
PRICE

sizes ,
2f3

of The Graham
1.1 Mason's Hill,

a.

tr.'

FARISH
New Process

' Regd. Design.
them to carry to

guaran-
Resistances to

fieldless and
WIRE WOUND

are , hermetically
case and are

can-
boil them in water

the electric

Dealers.

Each it_latp etgo.

-Troia MJg. Co..
13romley, Kent.

A WIRELESS BARGAIN
1,000

/001' strt FULLER SPARTA
ALLICIGII " JUNIOR "

i'ARTA4pEAKERs LOUD SPEAKERS.
lk ,

-''- ING\\ ..-71-CE CLE ".T 21f- EACR1

A

, (List Price 551-.)
ALL BRAND NEW AND IN MAKER'S

ORIGINAL PACKING CASES.

FULLER-SPARTA ACCUMULATORS
-02-. 2 -volt. 60 amps. -volt. 45 amps 19/9

2 -volt. 80amps.10/6 6-volt.60 amps 251
2-volt.110amps 12/9 6 -volt. 80 amps. 27)6

Twelve Months' Written Guarantee.
MAO DE RUBBER CO. LTD.. 58, PRAED STREET W.2
All Goods sent on 7 Days' Approval against Cash

O"n
lx,

IA d3
la et
gg ox
u.1-

"THE WIRELESS COMPETITOR."
The most competitive and comprehensive
list of Wireless Components yet published,
Wholesale prices to tradefs only.-Dept.P.W.,
THE PERSEUS RADIO, Burton -on -Trent.

ETON Primary H.T. Battery. P.I Porous Pot Cells.
SI and S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly

1 cell. I 6 cells. 112 cells. I 30 cells.
PI
Si
S2

61d
6d

41d

3.3
3/.
2'6

5 9 14/-.
5:3 121-

3/10 9/6.

Send lid stamp for booklet giving full par
titulars to: The ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,

46, St. Mary's Road Leyton E 10.

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

EVERYTH I NGv RADIO
1 TERN°N,s i

WOOLLDRIDGE RADIO CO. LTD.
'lb LISLE ST. LEICESTER SIRAngLONDON. W.C.Z.
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Price 10'6
Price with-
out Slow
Motion Dial

7/6

REFINEMENT IN RADIO

3 VALVES

20 Stations
ON

SPEAKER
One - Dial - Tuning-Razor-sharp selec-
tivity-Real Music-Cost of Components
£5 : 10 : 0.

That's what you're looking for, isn't it ?
And it's a straight quick job for any
beginner.

This amazing simple circuit is becoming
the rage of the season, and is already
the envy and despair of H.F. screening
and neutralising devotees.

Circuit and wiring diagram FREE in
every box containing the L. & P. Two -
Way Coil Tuner. Obtainable Irom all
good \Viceless shops or direct from

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.
The L. & P. Variohm
-the finest Resistor
money can buy-
is included in above

estimate:

TPIER.E IS NO SUBSTITUTE

Zero to so
ohms, scaled,
with off posi-

tion,

ditesscozOia.0

The famous Ericsson Super
tensitive Telephones are

reduced to I2i6 a pair I
Adopted by the B.B.C. for use in their studios. Used by all the D.X.
experimenters. Adopted as standard in 1909 by the Admiralty and in
1917 by the Air Board Three resistances, 120, 2000 4000 Arm.-
one price, 12,6. Get your pair to -day I
Even if you have a multivalve ..et now and again you'll tried a good
crystal set. Buy an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and hand-
remely made. A really sensitive instrument. A real snip at 15i-.

At all cur agents or direct from the Company.
ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 07173, Kingsway, Lonion, W.0.2,

ITIFE
IPSn'SNES.

A Wonderful

110W -TO-

MAKE
Book!

A practical "How -to -Make" book that
deals with all the hobbies that interest
Boys. Any boy who wants to know how
things work and how things can be made at
home without a great outlay must have the
HUBBY ANNUAL. There are hundreds
of illustrations-photographs specially
taken-sketches and drawings that SHOW
EXACTLY what to do. There are two
fine photogravure plates and THREE

LOOSE-LEAF SUPPLEMENTS.

Every Boy's

HOBBY ANNUAL
On Sale at All Newsagents and Booksellers. 6 NET.

T CVO WONDEKFUL
LOUD SPEAKER. SETS

These wonderful instruments incorporate all 1928 improve-
ments, and are the finest sets money can buy.
22 STATIONS on the two -valve and 46 STATIONS on the
three -valve have actually been received, and most of these
at good volume on the loud speaker.
The latest all -wave tuner is used,- thus eliminating coils
entirely, and any amateur can build these sets in two hours.
NO SOLDERING - NO DRILLING - NO COILS TO CHANCE.

Booklet describing the Saxon " Booklet desCribing the "Saxon
Iwo -Valve Loud Speaker Set, with Three -Valve Loud Speaker 'Set,
Diagram and full instructions, with diagram and full instructions,

3d. post free. 3d. post free.

SAXON RADIO CO. ;Dept. 14), HENRY ST. WORKS BLACKPOOL

MN
LOG erlirn

CONDENSER
Mounts either Panel or Baseboard.

'00035
-00025
-0005

6 each.

The most Scientific Condenser yet
produced. Perfect in every detail
of constt action and performance,
Crewn Works Crick!ewood,

'Phone fernptead 1787
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Throughout -
"Radio or the Million

JUNIT re.

" The best possible materials for the best
possible receivers," is the motto of the experts
who design the sets published in the famous
P.M. publication. " Radio for the Million."
Therefore, the fact that they have specified
Junit Self -Soldering Wire for ALL the circuits
in the Autumn Double Number, proves beyond
doubt that they consider Junit the really ideal
wire for internal connections.

Exhaustive tests proved that Junit combined
an unsurpassed efficiency with an absolutely
unique simplicity. Junit Self -Soldering Wire
is a copper wire of high conductivity, which is
grooved on either side, and in these grooves is
contained a supply of solder which is more than
sufficient to make the most involved connection.
All you have to do in order to make a perfect
connection is to touch the wire with a hot iron
and the job is done.

Junit is the constructor's friend.
Junit Self -Soldering wire is sold in attractive

packets, each containing five two -foot straight
lengths.

Price if a. Per Packet.
If you cannot obtain it a! your dealer's write

direct to us.
In any case send us a card and learn par-

ticulars of the Junit " Peerpoint " Soldering
Iron-the iron which is always clean.

THE JUNIT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD..
Napier House, 24-27 High Holborn,

LONDON, W C.I.

/
DAREX RADIO CO..

Watdrem Rd.. Forest Hill. London, S.E.23
sesiliseiesseass TRADE SUPPLIED

!AMEX C?
and
Batteries

VALVES
SAVE

Acciden:a. Damage avoided

EIRMINALS-fics=lov,1
request.

GAME MILL
CENTRE -TAPPED COILS
not only give the best re-
sults. but are Unlimited in
use, as they can be em-
ployed In any circuit,
centre -tapped or otherwise.

&pares No.
SIZE. PRICE. of Turns

a2 4/10 is
a 4110 25
A 5/ - SODI 5/3 40

0
B

5/9
5t6 50

D 6/3 - 100

El
019 - 50
7/9 200

- 300
(.1 . 101- 500

There is a Gambrel' Coil Holder
specially designed for use with Prices
above coils which does away Quoted Centre -

with all flexible leads Standard Tapped
Price 1/9 each Coils. ed.Extra

76 VICTORIA STREET, London, S.W.1.

MAO

ADVERTISEMENTS
As tar as possible all advertisements
appearing in " P.W " are subiected
to careful scrutiny bet ore publication.
but should any reader experience
delay or difficulty in getting orders
tulffiled, or should the goods supplied
no' -be as advertised intornsation
should be sen. to the Advertise-
ment Manager, " Popuiar Wireless,"
4, Ludgate Mons. London, E.C.4.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

NEW broadcasting stations seem to be
arriving on .the shorter wave -lengths
almost daily at this time of year,

and there really are an astonishingly large
number of them to be heard. K D K A
has started an irregular sort of transmission
on about 42 metres-whether it is to be
permanent or not is not yet known. This
particular transmission is very strong indeed
at times, although from the way in which
it varies one would conclude that it is still
in the experimental stage. 2 F C at Sydney
is now rather stronger than he was a fort-
night ago, although the B.B.C. still do not
seem to have much luck with their relay
of this station. Several readers report
hearing him on the loud speaker with two
valves and at good headphone strength
with one. 2 X A D on 22 metres is a rather
snore severe test of a receiver, but he seems
to have been receiving his full share of
attention. The only remaining attractions
are 2 X A F (still the star turn of U.S.A.)
and the ." mystery stations " 2 X G and
2 X X A, who are continually giving out
word tests. These two stations, curiously
enough, can usually be beard on about 33
metres as early as 9 p.m., although 2 X A F,
who is just as strong in the usual way, is
quite faint at this horn.

Eliminating the "Fade -Out."
Amateur work is still very lively indeed

in Europe, although conditions for trans
atlantic work stilt do not seem to be as
good as they were at this time last year.
Several London stations report working
with Americans on powers of the order of
ten watts, but nothing is done with smaller
inputs than this.

From the results achieved by some
amateurs using the 45 -metre wave it
appears that, by intelligent planning of the
aerial and its coupling inductance, adjust-
ments may be arrived at whereby the even-
ing " fade-out" may be eliminated alto-
gether. The writer finds that one particular
degree of coupling gives much stronger
signals in Denmark than in France at any
given time of day, while these results may
be reversed by altering the aerial circuit.
The ideal arrangement would, of course, be
one which would allow the operator to put
strong signals into any particular country
just by altering the tuning or coupling of
his aerial circuit-he would then cause no
interference except in the particular country
to which he was transmitting, and would,
moreover, be fairly certain of receiving a
reply from that country. There is a vast
field open for experiment in this direction.

Underground aerials do not seem, to the
writer's mind, to be receiving their full
share- of attention. Two or three receiving
stations use them and report great freedom
from atmospherics, but very little has been
done with transmission. Probably a strong
directional effect would prove one of the
worst handicaps, but there should be some
way of overeorning this. An aerial about
100 feet long and only two feet or so in
height is, ocourse, very directional; and
very useful for reception from its own
particular direction;

Let your eyes
guide your choice !
IT is quite safe to allow your
A eyes to guide you to choose
COLUMBIA Radio Batteries:

Because the materials employed are
as good, and the internal construc-
tion is as thorough, as their external
appearance is attractive.

It is when exceptionally heavy
drains are made on Columbia
Batteries that their exceptional
efficiency is demonstrated!

Take for Instance the beautifully
finished Columbia Layerbilt.'
There is no' other Battery but this
which will maintain its voltage for
any time in the face of a couple of
LS5s! And at a mere 15/20 m'a
drain its life service is correspon-
dingly remarkable.

Use Ccohinthia

-They last longer.

J. R. MORRIS
15, Kingsway, London, W.C.
Scotland --J. T. CARTWRIGHT.

3, Cadogan Street, Glasgow.
Your new '075 valves. Heat the fila-
ments with the Columbia Radio A Cells.

1vP:c'
7 x 6, 1 3
8x 6, 14

10x 8, 21
10 x 9, 24
12x 10, 3'-
14x 12, C.
14x 7 2'7
16 x 8, 3 2
8x 5, 12

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from :t.rface leakage. Meggcr test Infinity,
CROXSON IA CO., 10, South St., Mo orgate, E.C.2.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 7853
Agents : John Henry Smith, 139. Anlaby Rd., Hull.

L. H. Helyar, 82. Chamberlin Kd. Norwich.
A. Stredwiek & Co., -27 The Marke.. Chatham.
Boynton &Co.,Ltd ,34.BradfordSt-Birmingham

NEL

19 x
86 ,

1 2371 x
12 x 8, 2 6
I2x 9 2 10
14x10, 35
16x 9 36
21x 7, 37
24 x 7, 4

thick.
Post Free.

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELESS"
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

EIALTTEIEtIllE Si
BUY BRFILS11. Complete Units 3'6 per dos Alt
goods BRITISH MADE by BRITISH LABOUR.
Jars 113, ZinC8 1/-, Sacs 1/8 per dos. Carriage
end Packing extra. Trade Inquiries tart red.-Demon
BatteryCo..59,11adlisRd.,Walthamstow.E.17

its
QCRAP your old
" crystal now and
put new life, new
power, and new tone
into your set. Result
will astonish you.
From your dealer or
direct, post free from
Dept. P., RUSSELL
LABS,138, Buff olkSt., Birmingham.

Word Distrib.forg.
THE NEW

how any
ordlnal'qcrustalset can
be made
into the
high -power
valveless
receiver

at the cost
of only

5TUTZBERG
THE SUPER NATURAL CRYSTAL''

5.943
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TECHNICAL NOTES. -
(Continued from page 598.)

and along the other surface, even.though the
path is considerably longer.

Capacity Jumping.
If two strips of metal have -each an cud

turned over at right angles, and these two
turned -over pieces are butted together and
bolted so as to form a continuous strip, the
high -frequency current tries .to jump the
joint by capacity rather than to follow round
the joint, as direct current would do.

- There are many ether very interesting
observations in the paper referred to, and
this should certainly be consulted by
experimenters who are interested in the
design of high -frequency apparatus. Some
important conclusions arc also given, bearing
upon the design of coils and condensers for
high -frequency work.

Television.
Television, or the transmission of

" movies " by wireless, seems to be attract-
ing more and more attention in different
parts of the world, and T have heard
recently of at least three new processes.
One is that of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company and is the invention
of Dr. H. E. Ives and Dr. F. Gray, of the
Jell Telephone Laboratories.

. The " scene " which is to be transmitted
e. split up automatically into a large number.
of separate units; each unit corresponding
to a small section of the scene, after- the
fashion of the little blocks of a toy picture
puzzle.

A spot of very e
travel rapidly over these sections in succes-
sion, and the amount of light which is
reflected depends, of course, upon the
lightness or darkness or colour of the
different sections.

This reflected light is then received upon
a photo -electric or light-sensitive cell, which
converts the light -energy into electrical
energy for operating a wireless signal.

Photo tells.
-At the receiving end the electric signal,

which corresponds in strength with the
brightness, of the . spot on the " scene "
which is being illuminated, is transformed
back into light by means Of a discharge lamp
in. a mariner Which is already known. The
brightness of the glow in the neon gas of
the lamp varies , in accordance with the
strength of the received electric signals.

One Of the most important features of
this new process is the use of special large
Photo -electric cells, which are the invention
of Dr. Ives. Three cells are employed, con-
tained in glass cylinders about 3 in. in dia-
meter and about 15 in. in length. Owing
to the great light -collecting power of these
giant photo -electric cells, the illuminated
spot of the scene (the " scene " may con-
sist of a sitter's face) may travel very
quickly, thus permitting the transmission
of a picture with considerable detail and
still at a high speed. -

45,000 Signals per Second.
The sending .and receiving :apparatus

each include an electric motor, -these two
electric motors being operated -in perfect
synchronism. In a demonstration between
Washington and New. York, Mr. Hoover

(Continued on next page.)

In Radio, Benjamin have the honour of setting the
standard for five types of components. They represent
the culmination of many years' experimental work and
the attainment of the highest degree of efficiency. They
are classics.
I.-The Benjamin Anti- 3.-The Benjamin Battery

microphonic Valve -holder Switch.
No other anti-microphonic valve -
holder so efficiently disperses micro -
phonic noises and absorbs shock so
thoroughly as the Benjamin. Nearly
1,000,000 manufactured and

Price ?it'-
.

/sold to date. 4.-The Benjamin Earthing
2.-The Benjamin Self- Device. -

contained Rheostat. An earth designed on scientific lines
The winding is inside the dial. Only at last! 280 square inches of sur-
a locknut an d s oldering tags go behind face area. The special design gives
the panel. Three windings a definite constant copricentagt

-6, 15 and 30 ohms. Price Al with the earth.

Sheer simplicity-sturdy positive
action for high or low tension. qf I
It's OFF when it's IN. Price I 

5.-The Benjamin Battery Eliminator. The Majestic-kr
alternating currant 200-240 v. 50 cycles. Delivers current for loads up to
12 valves, 180 volts for power valve Two variable voltage controls ensure
fine tone quality. A really dgy eliminator unit-no

id or liquids, and no hum. F rice 156.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Brantwood Works, Tottenham,

London, N.17.
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Dull emitters thrive on Daimon Dry
Batteries. They're quieter in their work,
steadier and louder. Besides, there is no
bother of recharging accumulators. Put
your Dull Emitters on Daimon.

L.T. Type G, 4'-
H. r.

roo-volt, 15 8
Type K, 1 10 (to -volt, 9 8

Grid Bias (9 -volt) 1 10
In order to meet competition we have
now produced the DAIMON JUNIOR.

60 -volt, 7/11 : 100 -volt, 12'11.

LOUIS HOLZMAN
34, Kingsway, London, W.C.9,

or S.D.N. Manufacturing Company, Colindale
Avenue Hendon. N.W.9.

-3 M3.11.nS'
accompanies ail our repairs Any make of L.F Tram -
former, Headphones in Loudspeakers repaired 41- post
free. Maxitnam efficiency attained. terms to Trade.
REPAIRS 214.LONDONH

NIGS.W.19.
(New Add

STREET COLLIERS W O reOD.
ss.)

Emil/411%e
BUSHES

'OR MOUNTING ON
ETAI. OR Woo.

PERFECT
INSULATION

Orden, under It. Two required
send lid Post me ; 4' or each holeNUMBER 0 1
Bole in Bush 6134.. 4BA

2 3 4 5
261, I' 5,16. e 6

1116.
Price each 16. 16. 16. ltd. 2d. 2d. 2d.

(Comolett Lot of sizes tree on apolicatton)
DAREX RADIO CO.

Waldron, Rd. Sores, Hill London S.I..
=TRADE Si; PM' 151)

ACCUMULATuR t.,HARGING
Regularly - weekly, fortnightly or monthly.
From!! per month k ree cudertiou and deli,i,. Accum
ators supplied on easy terms. For reliability, prompt -
yes, and economy write - ACCUMULATOR ELECTRICITY
SUPPLY CO.. 23. OPPIDAN'S ROAD. LONDON, N.W.3.

D-XELLE1vT

DX; COILS
From D X COILS. LTD., London, E.8.

DIG 13 Y'S r_iono : _ assold 458.
CABINETS

Write for our
Catalogue.

F EIGBY I

t. 1 artery F tad, Hackney. E.9

N, _w 1' -Page

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previmm page.)

acted as sitter, and the screen was divided
into 2,500 separate units. The entire face
was covered by the exploring light -spot
eighteen times per second, making alto.
gether 45,000 separate impulses which had
to be sent and received each second. .

The synchronism of the two motors was
accurate to about 1-100,000th of a second.

It is -claimed that this process is the
most successful which has yet been demon-
strated by anyone, owing largely to the
great rapidity with which the complete
picture may be repeated.
Multi -Impedance Loud Speaker.

Visitors to the recent Radio Exhibition
will have noticed the new Mullard P.M.
loud speaker, which has some noteworthy
and very advantageous features. One of
these is that it provides three different
impedances, and so the usual objection that
the impedance of the loud speaker renders
it unsuited to the output valve of the low-.
freq ueney amplifier is overcome. The
P.M. loud speaker has the further important
advantage that its polarity is reversible,
and the damage to the loud speaker, which so
often arises from reversed polarity, cannot
occur with this speaker. The " movement "
of this loud speaker emplOys a balanced
armature which drives a free edged cone.

A WONDER BOOK
OF WORDS.

INew Dictionary for Children.

TO -DAY sees the publication of a new
work which will be a boon to every
parent in the land. The WAVERLEV

CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY has been
specially written from " A " to " Z " for
children. It will explain every word in the
simplest possible way. Not mere defini-
tions, but a fascinating little story embody-
ing everything a child wants to know about
each word ; how to spell it ; how to pro-
nounce it ; what part of speech it is ; how.
to use it grammatically ; and what the
French for it is. The whole is told so clearly
and charmingly that children will read the
work for pleasure, especially as it is beauti-
fully printed in a fine large type. There
will be thousands of really explaining and
up-to-date pictures, including colour plates.
The pictures alone are an education in
themselves.

THE CHILDREN'S DICTIONARY will
be published in fortnightly parts at ls. 3d.
per part. Part 1 is on sale to -day. A
glance through it will show you what a
splendid book it really is-and how easily
and pleasantly it will teach children to
speak and read well-giving them that
ready command of language which will help
them to succeed in life. This new kind of
Dictionary will prove of the utmost value
in any house where there are boys and girls
of school age.

'Dan* Saoe up
pui a small sum down and buy one of our Sets.

We have a wonderful range of instruments.
All accessories sold on instalment system, too.

A Postcard to Desk " P." will bring you our Brochure.
'Kew Chiles Sales Co., 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1.

9958

ADANA AUTOMATIC SELF -INKING

PRINTING MACHINE
NEW ALL -STEEL SUPER -MODEL

RAM/

Awry, ttadarmeNr

IWACNINE COMPLETE

"mere 57/6
Holasa
GAuff,friv,

INA590fii
.5.tor LAWN%

ABMS Art 1311.5

MOVIK.alemnsta,
The Machine that is Built from the experience

of over 10,000 Users of the old Model.
This .all -.tee, Machine -Is a fine piece of engineering.
Nearly 15,000 users of Adana Printing Plants. saving
enormousty in their own work, and hundreds- making
an excellent living. Will print any matter from a
CHEMIST'S LABEL to an ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINEat a really commercial speed, including Perforating,
Creasing and Box -making. Only finest materials need in
its construction Simplicity to the extreme, no special
skill required Large numbers of boys producing school
and Scout magazines. Real Printers' metal type cases
complete accessories and fully illustrated instruetion-

s book included in plant. Two-coloured illustrated particu-
lars and samples of work sent on receipt of stamped
addressed envelope.This model is designed for commercial use inall large and small printing establishments.
Machines can be shipped abroad C.O.D. cash against
documents In London Goods P.O.R Twickenham.

THE -ADANA AGENCY
is a complete organisation for the supply of Printing
Office Equipment of every description for the small
working Printer and Business House Printing Dept.
Controlled by most highly skilled and long experienced
men of the Printing world, having expert technical
knowledge of every part of Letterpress Printing.
(DEPT. P.W.21 07. 81 LtROB STREET TWICIENHAM

List Free

CABINETS OF MERIT
12x7.. 10'6 16x8..156
14x7-12,6 18X7.. 17;6

21 X 7.. 21/ -
Melody Maker .. 25/ -
PEKE DISTRIBUTING CO.,

Prompt Delivery. 2S,Leehmere Rd ,London, N W 2

EASY PAYMENTS-
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET.
Phone Museum mil Gt. Portland St., W.1.

4 -ELECTRODE VALVES
We are now the sole suppliers of the
genuine U.C. and Thorpe valves, as
specially tested and recommended by
the " Unidyne " inventors- and
" Popular Wireless." U.C.5 and

6/11
5 -pin valves), each, post free
Thorpe 1{.4. (both 4 -electrode

Only direct from- Cashwith

UNIDYNE VALVE CO., Order
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, W.C.2.

To all
Advertisers

PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to
JOHN H. LH_ E, LTD.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.C.4.

(Phonc : City 7261

and NOT to the Editorial or Publishing
Offices.

RIR
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131 -DUPLEX
WIRE WOUND

The progress of science has always been governed by
practical conditions. A theoretical problem may be
Worked out on a. perfectly sound mathematical basis;
1:ot when subjected to practical tests, modifications
are nearly always found necessary. Particularly is
this the case with Resistance Capacity Couplers. It is

rite simple from purely theoretical considerations
to arrive at correct values of anode resistance,
coupling capacity, and grid_ leak, but in practice,
i:nperfect insulations and stray capacities alter the
whole complexion of the matter.

The perfect blending of theory and years of practical
re,earch accounts for the outstanding success of the

1. and Varley Bi-duplex wire -Wound Resistance
acity Couplers. Our technical and manufac-

nring -staffs have been engaged for over thirty years
in perfecting the now famous Bi-duplex winding

71,1 adapting the results of scientific research to
practical conditions.

This is the reason why the R.I. and Varlet,' Resistance
Capacity Couplers ensure absolutely uniform ampli-
fication over the whole audible frequency band (as
shown by the National Physical Laboratory Curves).
and combine a degree of volume and purity of tone
hitherto unknown.

Iv. qui
ioiri*11lit {-4-,

7,s

radice
Type A. Suitable for use after Valves

with A.C. Resistance (Impedance)
of 15,000-40,000 ohms - - - - 20, -Type

B. Suitable for use after Valves
with A.C. Resistance (Impedance)

30,000-too,000 ohms - - - 22,6
Leaflet C-14-free on application-gives full
particulars and interesting circuits.
Our new 48 -page Booklet, " Low Frequency
Amplification" (Price tj-) contains a wealth
of valuable, up-to-date information oft all
forms of L.F. Inter val ve Coupling. Write
for a copy to -clay.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
E., -ay House, 103, Eingcway, London,1 IV .C.2. TelepVine : Holborn 5303.
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These numbers
save you money-

Valves with the wonderful
MULLARD P.M. FILAMENT
Pay less for great power, long
length of life and beautiful
purity from your valv-eg-use
the new Valves with the wonder-
ful Mullard P.M. 4ilament
consuming only '075 ampere
filament current.
These are the valves that have revo-
Jutionisecr maintenance , costs', and
performance, making 1/10th ampere
consumption_ extravagant.
There are many unique advantages
in MullArd Valves-withthe wonderful
Mullard P.M. 'Filatnent. ' Use them
and enjoy the improyed performance

= and, economy they bring to any'radio
receiver.

Mullard
THE -MASTER.-VALVE

Advert. MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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